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APPLICATIONS OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION
AND MODERN CONTROL 'THEORY TO THE
ALL-WEATHER LANDING. PROBLEM
ABSTRACT
This report investigates (a) the implications of inertial navigation for
the automatic landing problem, and (b) the attainment of system performance
criteria through the application of certain nonlinear control system techniques.
A procedure based on estimation theory is developed for systematical:,,-
correcting measured position and velocity data using Instrument Landing System
(ILS) radio beams as absolute references. The corrected inertial data provides
the basis for the design of improved lateral and vertical position control systems.
Additional improvements to the control system design are achieved by
the addition of nonlinear reference flight path generation (utilizing the theory of
optimal control) and simultaneous control of several reference variables.
It is shown, by comparison with conventional systems, that the above
design concepts yield improved response characteristics and minimize the
sensitivity to external disturbances.
In addition to the lateral and vertical channel control problems, the flare-
out and decrab control problems have been considered.
A comprehensive automatic landing system has been synthesized and
digitally simulated using the dynamics of the Boeing B-2707 Phase IIC Supersonic
Transport. The vehicle model includes important nonlinear terms and the effect
of an unsteady atmosphere. The improved landing system characteri, tics are
compared with those of a landing system of conventional configuration which has
been designed for the same vehicle.
by C. Broxmeyer
D. MacKinnon
P. Madden
June 1968
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CHAPTER 1
V
	 INTRODUCTION
1. 1 Introduction
Routine all-weather landing of transport airerw,:t is one of the outstanding
unsolved problems of present-day technology. The importance of the problem and
its implications both for passenger safety and for economic operation of airlines
have been recognized for decades. Now that the jumbo-type transport and the super-
sonic transport are soon to be introduced into passenger service the problem of
all-weather landing may be considered to be a critical factor limiting the full employ-
ment of these aircraft.
Over the past ten years, important strides have been made in the direction
of the goal of all-weather landing. Of these, the most important has undoubtedly
been the actual implementation of aircraft control systems which use Instrument
Landing System (ILS) information and which have successfu'.1y performed thousands
of automatic landings. An outstanding example is the system developed by the
Blind Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) of the Naval Aircraft Establishment,
United Kingdom (see ref (1)). It s highly probable that the basic concepts of control
in what might be termed a classical automatic landing system such as the BLEU
system will r-.'ovide the conceptual framework for the systems that will eventually
be adopted. It does not appear, however, that systems exist which will provide the
invariable accuracy, reliability and independence from external disturbances,
which will be mandatory for routine all-weather landing of transport aircraft.
The point of view of the study described in this report is twofold. The study
is concerned with the implications of inertial navigation technology for the all-weather
landing problem. As a corollary, the study is concerned with the application of
control theory, both classical and modern, for the effective utilization of the inertial
equipment. The study is directed particularly towards the development of an all-
weather landing system for the supersonic transport (SST). The SST presents a
particularly challenging landing problem as a result of its high approach speed and
its aerodynamic characteristics. It should be emphasized, however, that the results
of the study may be applied to any aircraft.
1	 a
Over the past twenty years, an increasingly sophisticated technology of
inertial navigat = on and guidance systems has grown up. This technology has been
grounded on the continuous development of extremely precise reference components,
principally floated gyros and accelerometers and a parallel development of support
technology, such as gimbal structures, angular encoders, and thermal control Sys-
tems. The concurrent advances in computer technology have been indispensible
to the rapid advances made in inertial systems. The developments in inertial
navigation and guidance have been almost entirely motivated by military requirements.
While the utility of inertial navigation systems for commercial aircraft ' ' s been
recognized, the participation of commercial aircraft users in inertial navigation
development has been a minor factor because of the costs involved. It is now con-
sidered, however, that the accuracy , reliability and production coats of inertial
navigation equir-ment originally deve?opect for military purposes are such that they
are appropriate for commercial use. flans for the large commercial transports
soon to ba introduced invariably include one or more inertial navigation systems
per aircraft. It is planned, for example, that the SST will carry three inertial
navigation systems.
Search of the available literature fails to show that any significant application
of inertial navigation, techi Aogy has been made to the automatic landing problem.
A primary purpose of the present study, as noted, has been to demonstrate, by
computer simulation, the implications of inertial navigation for the automatic landing
problem. On the basis of work performed to date it is bei. -ved that significant
advantages will accrue from appropriate use of inertial navigation equipment.
This contention is fully described and documented in the subsequent chapters,
1, 2 Conventional Automatic Landing Systems ',,= ,t
The landing of a transport aircraft, whether automatic or pilot controlled,
can be broken into the following phases:
1. Acquisition by the aircraft of `, he line defined by the intersection
of the localizer and glide slope 'czcamR,
2. Traverse of the reference line ic, a pc'liii about seventy feet from
the ground,
3. Pitch-up of the aircraft to reduce the velocity at the time of
impact with the ground. This phase is called FLAREOUT.
= See refs (1), (2), and (3)
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4. Yaw of the aircraft io align the longitudinal axis with the vertical
plane containing the velocity vector. The velocity vector must
be oriented in the direction of the runway center line. This phase
is called DEC RAB.
5, Touchdown of the aircraft.
6. Rollout along the runway.
In a pilot-controlled landing, items 1 through 6 are accomplished by the
pilot through:
1. inspection of an instrument which displays the localizes and
glide-slope receiver outputs. Ideally the instrument displays
angular deflections of the aircraft from the planes of the localizes
beam and the glide slope beam. The apexes of the angles measuring
the deflections are at the localizer antenna, which is usually about
a thousand feet beyond the far end of the runway, and at the glide-
slope antenna which is along the runway and is usually about a
thousand feet from the near end. The relationships are illustrated
in Fig. 1.2-1.
2. Inspection of visual cues from other instri:rnents and from the
local geography.
Below an altitude of one hundred feet visual contact must be established with
the runway, if this has not bee,- accomplished before. If visual contact is not
established, the pilot executes n *nissed-approach procedure.
In an autornatic approach and landing, the typical procedure followed is:
1. The pilot sets the aircraft to intercept the localizer beam at a
point about three miles beyond the outer marker. The intercept
angle is nominally 45 degrees. Utilizing the signal from the local-
izer receiver, the aircraft control system enables capture of the
localizer beam by the aircraft.
2. When the signal from the glide-slope receiver is sufficiently small
the pilot engages the glide-slope control system, and the glide-
slope beam is captured by the aircraft. The aircraft is now auto-
matically flying a course which intersects the runway at an angle
of about three degrees.
3. Below altitudes of about 100 feet, the glide-slope beam is not
considered to be reliable. At this altitude the glide-slope channel
is disconnected and the aircraft is maintained at a fixed pitch
angle to an altitude of about 70 feet. Pitch control below 100 feet
is determined by khe output of a radio altimeter.
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4. At an altitude of about 70 feet, the flareout maneuver begins,
and at a lower altitude the decrab maneuver is initiated.
5. Just prior to touchdown, the pilot disconnects the localizer signal
and establishes manual control of aircraft lateral motion.
6. After touchdown the pilot completes the rollout manually.
The primary means of automatic control are seen to depend on the outputs
of the localizer receiver, glide-slope receiver and radio altimeter.
During traverse of the reference path, the outputs of the localizer and glide-
slope receivers serve as error signals as shown in Fig. 1.2-2. Each receiver out-
put is processed by a device called a coupler, and the output of the coupler is applied
as an input to the aircraft autopilot. The coupler normally provides three functions:
1. Direct connection of the error signal to the autopilot through a
variable gain.
2. Integration (or pha ae lag).
Differentiation (or phase lead).
Items 1, 2 and 3 are standard techniques conventionally applied to closed-
loop systems. The purpose of the integration is to improve the low-frequency
response by allowing the system to reach a settled state, without error. in the pre-
sence of a steady perturbation such as a trim error or windshear. The purpose
of the phase lead is to stabilize the system and otherwise improve the dynamic per-
formance. A detailed discussion of a conventional automatic landing system is
presented in Appendix A ; while part of Chapter 2 contains a simplified discussion
of a conventional lateral position control system.
1. 3 Performance Criteria for Automatic Landing Systems
Before the question of improving a system is approached, it is important
to establish the exact nature of the indices which will be used to measure performance.
These criteria should reflect the qualities which are normally desirable in flight
control systems. In addition, special performance measures must be introduced
which -)ertain to the problems peculiar to automatic landing. A set of measures
which reflect these goals are:
1. Sensitivity to environmental disturbarv,es.
2. Accuracy of flight relative to a desired reference trajectory.
3. Control effector activity caused by noise.
4. Physical limitations imposed by the aircraft structure.
5. Human factors.
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The first two performance measures deal specifically with landing accuracy.
A reduction in the effects of external disturbances ensures that landings may be
repeated with small dispersion in spite of large changes in ambient atmospheric
conditions. The ability to track a desired path accurately is obviously a particularly
important item and will undoubtedly provide a key to winning the confidence of air-
crews and the acceptance of the new automatic, landing system t, by the airlines.
Accurate path tracking also provides the greatest margin of safety, since a com-
paratively small deviation from the path may be interpreted as an incipient failure
and an appropriate warning transmitted to the pilot.
Control effec^ur activity resulting from noise levels in the sensors which
provide the information for control-loop closure must be restricted to a fairly low
level to reduce wear oa the effectors, decrease drag and limit undesired inputs into
the pilots controls.
`The control system must also operate without exceeding the structural
limitations of the vehicle. This implies control within a particular flight envelope
and special care to ensure that the flexible bending modes of the vehicle are not
excited.
Human factors are particularly important in a passenger aircraft. Restric-
tions on variables such as roll, roll rate and vertical acceleration must be incorpor-
ated into the design. An automatic landing system should optimize items 1 through
5 while working within these restrictions.
The above criteria may be interpreted as a set of specific performance
requirements applicable to each control stage of an automatic landing. Such a
set of specific requirements is given in Table 1.3 -1.
T
ss
Table 1.3-1
List of Specific Performance Requirements
Phase Requirement
Acquisition 1. Acquire the ILS localizer and glide-slope centers
as quickly as possible with minimum overshoot.
2. Perform this maneuver within the restrictions
imposed on roll and roll rate.
ILS Reference 1. Minimize the error between the actual path of the
Line Tracking aircraft and the ideal location of the ILS reference
line. 
Flareout 1. Minimize the error between a desired vertical
velocity profile and the actual vertical velocity profile.
Decrab 1. Minimize the lateral components of aircraft velocity
and position at touchdown.
2. Minimize the angular difference between a Vertical
plane through the runway center line and the air-
craft's longitudinal axis at touchdown.
3. Attempt to achieve zero roll angle at touchdown.
Rollout 1. Minimize the distance between the path of the aircraft
and the runway center line.
8
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1.4 Methods of Improving Automatic Landing System Performance
To the end of satisfying the performance criteria discussed in the preceding
section, this report introduces the following five concepts:
1. Inertial stabilization of the aircraft control system.
2. Inertial filtering of the ILS reference beams.
3. Nonlinear trajectory generation.
4. Command signal processing.
5. Generalized trajectory control.
Items 1 through 5 can be discussed independently, but will in general react
with each other and with other control system aspects such as the response func-
tions of accessible and inaccessible elements of the control system. In particular,
items 1 and 2 have significant implications for the following important item from
conventional control theory:
6. Open-loop gain maximization.
V
1. 5 Open-Loop Gain
Two important criteria discussed in Section 1. 3 are minimization of the
effect of environmental disturbance on the syster y and ability to follow a desired
trajectory precisely. It is known from control theory that, in general, both goals
are reached by requiring the open-loop gain of the system to be as large as possible.
For the simple control system shown in Fig. 1. 5-1 the open-loop gain is the
modulus of the open-loop transfer function
Y(s) = G(s) H(s)
at an arbitrary reference frequency s = iw 0 . The open-loop transfer functions
for the lateral and longitudinal control systems aredefined preciselyin the subse-
quent chapters.
Fig. 1. 5-1 Simple feedback control system.
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ThQ items which limit the open-loop gain are
1. The basic dynamic characteristics of the aircraft and its
effectors.
For a given fixed element in any control system, there is
a limit on the open-loop gain that can be achieved within
reasonable physical constraints such as insensitivity to
parameter changes and operation inside saturation
levels. The above limitations apply in the noise-free
case.
2. The nature of the signals which are available for control pur-
poses.
The aircraft displacement measured by the ILS receiver
is noisy because of imperfections of the ILS beam struc-
ture. Noise is reduced by a filter in the ILS receiver,
and a time lag is thereby introduced in the position
information. Furthermore, an additional time lag must
be introduced in the stabilization signal derived from the
receiver output. The I pgs limit the open-loop gain that
can be achieved in a stable system.
3. The permissible control effector activity resulting from sensor
noise.
Residual noise in the position and stabilization signals
further restricts the gain because of the limitations that
must be placed on effector activity.
4. Limitations on the magnitudes of variables, such as roll and
roll rate, imposed by human factors.
The magnitudes of the aircraft Gtate variables have
sarong dependence on open-loop gain.
It i5 clear from the above discussion that the achievement of a significant
improvement in automatic landing system performance depends on the possibility
of obtaining precise, noise-free, lag-free information describing the state of the
aircraft.
1.6 Inertial Stabilization of the Control System
It was noted in Section 1. 2 that stabilization of a conventional automatic
landing system is accomplished by operating on the ILS receiver output to produce
10
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a lagged velocity signal and feeding this signal forward into the control system.
An inertial. navigation system normally computes north and east velocity
components. The velocity components can be resolved, or the inertial platform
can be reoriented, to produce an unlagged lateral velocity signal to replace ,he sta-
bilization signal obtained from the localizes receiver. The inertially -computed
y	 velocity is virtually noise free although it may contain a bias error.
In the vertical plane an analogous velocity signal can be obtained from an
inertial system to stabilize the longitudinal control channel.
Although inertial navigation systems do not normally compute acceleration,
a lagged acceleration can be determined inertially, in directions normal to the ILS
reference line, and fed into the control system as an additional stabilizing input.
The resultant system is illustrated in Fig. 1.6-1.
ILS	 ins
RECEIVER	 POSITION	 AUTOPILOT
I
---	 COUPLER	 AIRCRAFT
INERTIAL
INERTIAL	 VELOCITY
NAVIGATION LAGGED INERTIALSYSTEM
ACCELERATION
Fig. 1. 6-1 Inertially - stabilized control system.
In the noise-free case, the availability of the above information permits
significant increases in the open-loop gains of the two control channels. In t' a
physical case it would not be practicable to implement the high gains because of the
noise introduced into the system by the ILS position reference signal. Full use
of the inertial equipment, however, as outlined in the next section, will permit
the realization of a high-gain control system.
1.7 Inertial Filtering
Although the ILS beam structure contains noise, as shown in detail in ref 2,
it has small bias error and is drift free. The inertially-generated position on the
other hand is relatively noise free but may have a large bias error and is subject
to low-frequency drift.
By suitably operating on the outputs of both the inertial system and the ILS
receiver, corrected inertial position and velocity can be obtained which are signifi-
cantly better than can be obtained from either device alone. The method will be
11
referred to as inertial filtering. In Chapter 3 No methods of inertial filtering
are presented, and the implications for precise vehicle control are illustrated.
1.8 Command Signal Processing, Nonlinear Trajectory Generation and Generalized
	 4
Trajectory Control
ft
The impact of an increase in open-loop gain on certain other areas of the
control problem must now be considered.
Saturation limits are always present in control systems. In an aircraft,
saturation occurs in the form of rate and magnitude limitations on aerodynamic
control surface travel, for example. The effect of the saturation is primarily
reflected in limitations on the maximum angular acceleration and rate of change of
acceleration that can be achieved. Higher gains tend to operate the effectors closer
to saturation limits. Thus it is particularly important to investigate the implica-
tions of saturation on the improved control system design.
In Section 4.2 it is shown that effector saturation leads to an open-loop
condition which increases the vehicle sensitivity to disturbances. Thus it is de-
sirable to avoid situations which result in saturation. The effectors may be driven
to their limits by signals arising from
1. Disturbances acting on the vehicle.
2. Reference inputs.
Saturation from the first source is controlled by reducing the magnitude of the open-
loop gain. Thus an additional source of r. estrlctions on the size of the adjustable
gains is introduced. The second source of saturation may be controlled by two
techniques which will be referred to as (1) command signal processing, and (2)
nonlinear trajectory generation.
In a conventional automatic landing system, the command signal is the
output of the ILS receiver and the reference is the ILS reference line. If the
bandwidth of the receiver output is too high, the control system may be driven into
saturation. Command signal processing is a technique for limiting bandwidth
by applying an operator to the command signal. For small signals the output of
the operator follows the input. The operator is designed so that the magnitude of
the output and of selected derivatives of the output are limited. Examples of com-
mand signal processors are shown in the subsequent chapters.
In a conventional automatic landing system, the reference trajec' ory may
be considered to be a step function, since an instantaneous translation of the
vehicle to the ILS reference line would reduce the position error to zero. If the
reference trajectory is modified from a step function to a trajectory designed to
12
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reflect the contraints imposed upon vehicle behavior by saturation, it is apparent
'	 that saturation can be avoided. The above technique is referred to as nonlinear
trajectory generation.
The process of nonlinear trajectory generation yields, in addition to the
primary control variable which is position reference, other variables such as
•
	
	
the roll and roll rate corresponding to the reference trajectory. The additional
reference variables can be fed into the control system and compared with the
corresponding measured variables for more precise control of the trajectory
than can be obtained from a position reference alone. This process will be called
generalized trajectory control.
1. 9 Summary
This chapter has defined the problem of improving automatic landing sys-
tem performance and has outlined the methods by which the improved performance
is to be sought. Six concepts, listed in Section 1. 4, have been isolated as having
important potential for improvement of performance. The first two items listed
involve the introduction of ne— (inertial) information into the system. The third,
fourth and fifth items are new control system principles. The sixth item is a
classical control system concept which has an important bearing on the problem.
In the following chapters the implications of the six concepts are explored
in detail through system synthesis and confirming simulation. In Chapters 2 and 3
the inertial applications are introduced through the use of a simplified model of
the aircraft and control system. In the subsequent simulations a precise formula-
tion of the SST dynamics is emplc red.
13
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CHAPTER 2
s
	 INERTIAL STABILIZATI©N
	
2.1	 Introduction*
This chapter contains an introduction to the subject of stabilization of the
aircraft control system through the use of output velocity and acceleration from an
inertial navigation system. A contrast is made with a control system of conventional
type. To keep the discussion simple and expose the essential aspects of the control
problem, a number of simplifying assumptions are imposed. These are
1. Simplified aircraft dynamics.
2. Noise-free ILS.
3. Unlagged acceleration available.
4. Error- f ree inertial system.
The assumptions are not essential and are removed in the detailed develop-
ment given in the subsequent chapters.
For both the conventional and inertially- stabilized systems, assumptions
1 through 4 lead to higher gains than are achievable in practice. The development,
however, clearly illustrates the relative advantages of the inertially- stabilized
system.
	
2. 2	 Aircraft Lateral Approach Dynamics
Lateral control of an aircraft is primarily achieved by modification of the
roll angle. The precise behavior of the aircraft, under autopilot control, depends
on the autopilot configuration and the aircraft dynamics. In this chapter an
autopilot has been assumed which forces the yaw rate to be a specified function of
the roll angle, thus insuring a coordinated turn in a non-accelerated air mass.
As a result, the laws governing the behavior of the vehicle are particularly
simple.
The force structure acting on the vehicle under the above circumstances
is illustrated in Fig. 2. 2- 1. Rotation of the lift vector L through a roll angle
results in a horizontal component of force Fy.
This chapter is a summary of the material contained in the tec!:nical proposal
which led to the current study.
15
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Fig. 2. 2-1 Forces acting on an aircraft in a coordinated turn.
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Fy = w tan	 (2. 2-1)
where w is the weight of the aircraft. In order to preserve equilibrium, this
force is balanced by a centrifugal force:
v 2
F = w p	 (2.2-2)
y g
where R is the instantaneous radius of curvature of the flight path, v  is the
instantaneous velocity component along the longitudinal stability axis of the
aircraft and g is the gravitational constant.
Solving Eqs (2. 2- 1) and (2. 2-2) for R yields:
v
2
R = gtan^
	
(2.2-3)
The yaw rate is
_ 4
= g Van` - 10	 (2.2-4)
p	 p
The approximation (2. 2-4) i g valid for the small roll angles which would occur in
the rase of aircraft operated in accordance with commercial vehicle procedures.
Let a nominal flight path with azimuth ^0 be defined as illustrated in Fig.
2. 2-2. Then the component of aircraft velocity perpendicular to this path is given
by:
y = vy = v  sin (LP - 40 )	 (2.2-5)
The lateral displacement relative to the localizer course is given by integration
of vy ,	 t
y = y (ti )	 vy dt	 (2. 2-6)
t1
For qj0 = 0 the simplified aircraft dynamics may be summarized in the form
= v w	 (2.2-7)
p
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Fig 2. 2 -2	 Aircraft flight path geometry.
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y - V p ^	 (2.2-8)
When an aircraft flies through an environment subject to stochastic
variations in lateral acceleration such as gusting, or deterministic variations such
as windshear, the aircraft experiences acceleration. The total lateral acceleration
may be approximated in the form
y = vp 	 4. wv	 (2.2-9)
The first term on the right-hand side is the rate of change of velocity re-
sulting from, change of heading. and the second term is air-mass lateral acceler-
ation, where it i c assumed that sideslip is negligible. When w  4 0, Eq (2. 2-9) re-
places Eq (2. 2 -8).
2. 3 Aircraft Roll Characteristics
In order to analyze and simulate the lateral control problem, it is necessa-
ry to define the relationship between desired roll angle and actual roll angle. This
relat :onship is, in general, determined by the properties of the coupler /autopilot
airframe combination and may be specified by ax- appropriate set of differential
equations. ''t is known that the relationAip can be approximated by a second-order
system of the form*
2
^	
wQ
(2.3-1)
^c	 s + 2w^^ S+w0
The validity of Eq (2. 3-1) has been assumed for the preliminary analysis.
A list of typical parameters for the transfer function (2. 3- 1) is presented
in Table 2. 3-1 (ref 2). Analysis and simulation studies for this chapter were
performed using the parameters for the Boeing 707.
ref (3) page 17
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y	 = s Irf+ (2.4-1)
yILS	 1
y s'f+—i (2.4.2 )
Table 2.3-1 Transfer Function Parameters
Aircraft Autopilot Natural Fre- Damping
quency WO Factor
rad/sec SO
C- 131 Sperry Al2 1. 7 0.9
707 Bendix 1. 8 1.2
F86 Lear F5 1.8 0.5
B47 Sperry Al2 1.2 0.9
2. 4 ILS Receiver Characteristics
The lateral position information control is generated by the instrument
landing system receiver. Two elements of the ILS system performance have a
strong impact on control system design. The first is the filter that is used to
smooth the position output signal of the receiver. For purposes of dynamic
analysis, the receiver-filter combination may be approximated by a simple time
lag. The second important item is the measurement by the receiver of angular
rather than position deviations from the desired path. The measurement re-
sults in an inverse change in position loop gain as a function of distance from the
locµlizer antenna. The receiver may be modeled by a transfer function of the
form:
where R is the range to the localizer antenna, Tf is the characteristic receiver
time constant, y is the aircraft position deviation and O ILS is the measured
angular deviation. The variation in gain associated with 1;q (2. 4-1) can be cor-
rected if R is known and for the purpose of this simplified analysis is ignored
by writing
Atypical value, T  = 0, 40 seconds, was chosen for this investigation (see ref 3). 	 I
As .toted, the effect of spatial deformation of the reference path is not considered
in the preliminary analysis, but is carefully considered in the subsequent develop-
20
ment.
2. 5 Conventional Lateral Control of Aircraft Path
A simplified model of a conventional automatic landing system is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. 5-1. The roll angle command signal is generated by operating
on the ILS receiver output with a pure gain K y, a proportional plus integral
compensator with gain K iy, and a lead network of gain Ky. The lead network
time constant T v , serves to eliminate some of the noise introduced by differenia-
tion of the receiver output. Integral compensation serves to eliminate steady-
state errors while the lead network improves damping and permits use of a some-
what higher value of position loop gain.
The gains K y
 and Ky are selected for satisfactory time-domain dynamic
response characteristics while the integral compensator gain is increased until
the dynamic response starts to deteriorate. As a result, it is usually possible
to ignore the integral compensator during dynamic analysis.
The maximum values of Ky and K. are determined by the parameters
Tf, T V , wd , and t;	 associated with the aircraft, the autopilot and the ILS re-
ceiver. The simulation results presented in Section 2. 7 demonstrate that these
restrictions are quite severe. The effect of the limitations is particularly
highlighted by the response of the system to disturbances as indicated in Section
2.8.
2. 6 An Inei-tially-Stabilized Control System
The gain restriction of the conventional automatic landing system depends
on the time lags associated with the ILS receiver and the lead network. Suppose
that inertially-measured velocity is available. Then the velocity time constant can
be completely eliminated. If inertially- measured . acceleration is available, addi-
tional stabilization can be obtained from this source.
The inertially- stabilized control system is illustrated in block diagram
form in Fig. 2. 6- 1. Position information is derived from the IL,$ receiver as
before. Now, however, velocity and acceleration signals from the inertial sys-
tem are used to provide damping. For the configuration illustrated, it can . e
shown that the Nyquist limitation on the position gain K  is virtually eliminated.
It is stressed that in the practical case the gains will, of course, be limited by
considerations such as high frequency dynamics ignored in the simplified model,
the permissible aircraft dynamic range, inertial system errors, lag in the com-
puted acceleration signal and noise of the localizes beam.
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2,7 Simulation of Aircraft Latc ..i1 Control System
To select gain parameters for the systems diagrammed in Figs. 2.5-1
and 2.6-1, the following procedure was used;
1. The roll angle transfer function parameters given in Table 2.3-1
for the Boeing 707 and the receiver time constant 0.4 sec were
taken as constraints.
2. The vehicle longitudinal velocity and the windshear were taken
to be, respectil,ely,
v  = 200 ft/ sec
w  = 0
3. For each system, the gain Ky was selected by opening the posi-
tion loop and observing the velocity response y to an initial con-
dition y (0). The responses selected were those having fast settling
time with negligible overshoot, The responses are shown in Figs.
2.7- 1 and 2.7 -2 and the results indicate the significantly larger
open-loop velocity gain which may be achieved using inertial sys-
tem data.
4. Utilizing the parameter values obtained in 3 the position loops
were closed and the open-loop position gains were varied. The 	 -
results are shown in Figs. 2.7-3 and 2.7-4. The increase in
iner`i.ally-aided position gain is apparent from these results.
5. Values of gain K iy for the integral compensation were determined
in a manner similar to that used in 3 and 4. In this case it is
important to minimize the effect of integral compensation on the
dynamic response of the system. The results are shown in Figs.
2.7-5 and 2.7-6.
Parameters selected by the aoove procedure are summarized in Table 2.7. 1
-,-I
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Fig. 2. 7-1 Conventional system velocity responses.
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Fig. 2.7-2 Inertially-stabilized system velocity responses.
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Fig 2.7-3 Conventional system position responses.
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Fig. 2.7-4 Ine rtially- stabilized system position responses.
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Fig, 2. 7- 6 Ine rtially. stabilized system responses with
integral compensation.
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Table 2.7-1
Summary of Automatic Landing System Simulation Gains
GAINI CONVENTIONAL IINERTIALLY-STABILIZED
SYSTEM
	 SYSTEM
Ky
rad /ft /sec t 	""""	 0.1000
k
rad /ft%sec	 0. 0050	 0. 1000
K	 1
	
y	 0.0001	 I	 0. 03 00
rad /ft
K.
	
ly	 0.05	 0.02
sec
w 0 rad/ sec 	 1.8	 1.8
	
^0 	1.2	 ,	 1.2
'The results of the above preliminary work are summarized in Fig. 2. 7-7 where
selected responses, without integral compensation (Kiy = 0), to an initial lateral
position error of 100 feet 1 7e compared. The corresponding changes in the system
variables roll, heading angle and lateral velocity, are also indicated. While these
responses are qualitatively similar, the responses of the two systems to environ-
mental disturbances are quite different.
Open-loop frequency response characteristics are shown in Fig. 2. 7-8
for the parameters in Table 2. 7-1. The responses shown are those obtained when
the control loops shown in Fig. 2. 5-1 and 2.6-1 are broken at point "A. " The
improvement in gain at all frequencies, obtained through the use of inertially-
measured information, is reflected in a large increase in bandwidth as indicated
in the closed-loop response functions shown in Fig. 2. 7-9.
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Fig. 2. 7 -7 Position responses of the inertiall y -stabilized (a)
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(b) systems with selected gains.
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2.8 Lateral Behavior in the Presence of Environmental Disturbances
Figure 2.8-1 is a simplified version of the diagram in Fig. 2.6-1. The
transfer function relating the variation in lateral position to thi: disturbance can
be obtained from the diagram. The transfer function is
	
y	 1	 _
	
w y
	s2 + (Lwo g /s	 + 2w, ^ 0 s +O)	 (2.8.1)
where L is the transfer function of the receiver /coupler. From this expression
it is apparent that the magnitude of the transfer function L should be as large as
possible to minimize the change in y for a specified rate of change of air mass
velocity wy.
The frequency response characteristics relating position to air mass acceler-
ation input are shown, for the conventional and inertially-stabilized landing systems,
in Fig. 2.8-2. The parameters listed in Table 2. 7-1 define the curves. The asymp-
totic behavior of the characteristics at low and high frequencies, respectively, is
	
Y	 KY-	 (Kiy = 0)lim	 =	 (2.8-2)W 0	 wy	 0	 (Kiy 0)
lim	 y	 = 0	 (2.8-3)
w ♦0 wy
Of particular interest is the response of the vehicle to .stochastic disturb-
ances such as wind gusting. Most of the wind gust spectral energy is con-
fined to frequencies below two re _ans .per second. Noting that the magnitude
response of the inert ially- aided system to disturbances is approximately 1/20
that of the conventional system in this frequency range, it is apparent that the total
lateral response power component due to wind gusts is reduced by a factor of 400
by the utilization of inertial data. This is a very significant improvement.
An important deterministic source of lateral position error is wind shear,
a gradient of wind velocity with altitude. For the case whet a the direction of wind
is transverse to the localizer direction, the acceleration of the local air mass is
	
the product of the gradient 8wy/8z of the transverse wind velocity and the rate of 	 +
descent z.
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If Eq (2.8-1) is rewritten in the Form
Y = H
W
y
(2.8-4)
then, when (am y /3z)i is constant, the limiting value of y is given by the final value
theorem
lim y = lim	 H(s) I`y i
	
(2.8-5)
t y oo	s-. 0	 8z
When integral compensation is not employed (Kiy = 0)
lim y = K g z	 (2.8-6)
t -► 0	 y
Thus the steady-state error in position is inversely proportional to the open-loop
position gain and directly proportional to the rate of change of air mass velocity.
•
	
	 The responses of a conventional, and an inertially- stabilized, automatic
landing system to a constant air mass acceleration of 0.270 ft /sec 2 (resulting from
an assumed wind shear gradient of 8 knots/ 100 ft and an assumed rate of descent
of 2. 0 ft/sec), were investigated using the analog simulation diagrams illustrated
in Figs. 2. 5-1 and 2. 6-1 and the parameter values listed in Table 2. 7-1. The
results of the investigation without integral compensation (K iy = 0) are illustrated
in Figs. 2. 8-3 and 2. 8-5. Figures 2. 8-4 and 2. 8-6 illustrate the results for
Kiy 4 0. It will be noted that magnitude scales have been considerably reduced.
The large reduction in error is a result of the increase in position loop gain allowed
by introduction of the inertially-obtained information.
In the case where integral compensation is used (Kiy 10), the steady-state
error is:
Urn y = G	 (2.8-7)
t -► ao
While the application of proportional plus integral compensation does indeed result
in zero steady-state error, the dynamic response characteristics may still be
quite unsatisfactory as illustrated in Fig. 2.8-1. Tabulated response characteristics
may be found in Table 2.8 -1.
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Table 2.8 -1
Response Characteristics in an Air Mass
Subject to Constant Acceleration
SYSTEM
aw
w ^^
Y
Position loop	 Ki
gain K	 rad sec /ft
rad/sect
lim y
t	 00
max y
CONVEN- 0. 270 ft /sec 0.00322	 0.00 84. 00 ft 84. 00 ft
TIONAL
SYSTEM 0.270 ft /sec 2 0.00322	 0.05 0.00 ft 35.00 ft
INERTIALLY- 0. 270 ft /sec 2 0.90000	 0.00 0.30 ft 0.30 ft
STABILIZED
SYSTEM 0.270 ft /sec 2 0.90000	 0.02 0.00 ft 0.26 ft
2. 9 Implications of High Gains in Feedback Control Systems
'The resul*s presented in the preceding se :tion have demonstrated that a
significant improvement in performance can be achieved by increasing the gains
associated with the automatic landing lateral control system. In the case considered,
inertial system data in the form of vehicle lateral velocity and acceleration relative
to the ILS course is used to increase the position loop gain by a factor of 280 for
the model considered. Some implications of the large increase in gain are now
considered.
In any investigation of lateral control of an aircraft, careful attention must
be paid to limitations placed on the dynamic operating characteristics of the vehicle.
Typical limitations are imposed by maximum lifting surface loadings, effector
characteristics and passenger comfort. The limits may be interpreted in terms
of restrictions on the magnitudes of the roll angle 0 and the roll angular rate ;
for example. The difficulties associated with the limits can be illustrated as follows.
Consider the case where the aircraft is in unaccelerated flight parallel to the local-
izer course and integral compensation is not used. The commanded roll angle 0c
is then equal to:
Oc _ -KyyILS	 (2.9-1)
t^
a
a
Y
FT
-100
r -- -.PI
K iy • 0.000	 20 SEC
Fig. 2. 8-3	 Wind shear response of conventional system
without integral compensation .
Y	 0
FT
-100
K iy • 0.050	 20 SEC
Fig. 2. 8 -4
	 Wind shear response of conventional system
with integral compensation.
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	Fig. 2. 8-6	 Wind shear response of inertially-stabilized
system without integral compensation.
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Fig. 2. 8-6 Wind shear response of inertia lly- stab iliz e d
system with integral compensation.
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Since the ILS rece var time constant 
r  
is small, this equation may be written:
pc „ -Kyy
	 (2.9-2)
If it is assumed that the system behaves in a linear fashion, the maximum value of
actual roll angle 4 is related to the maximum commanded roll angle in Eq. (2. 9-2)
by:
(`)maximum - _aK y
	 (2.9-3)
where a is a positive constant. Let the limit -in roll angle magnitude be 0m.
The maximum permissible lateral displacement is then given by:
(ti, )	 - 0m
maximum - aK
y
(2. 9-4)
Thus it is apparent that dynamic restrictions can incur severe limitations on per-
missible course deviations if a purely linear approach is used in conjunction with
high loop gains.
The general case is, of course, much more complicated and leads to restric-
tions on all the state variables associated with the mathematical model of the vehi-
cle.
Another significant problem arises when saturation occurs, as discussed
in Chapter 1. In essence, saturation of an element in a closed control loop reduces
the loop gain	 zero. As a result, the sensitivity of the loop to disturbances in-
creases. This of course leads to undesirable perturbations in the flight path, as
long as the condition of saturation persists.
The problems outlined above may be solved by operating on the lateral posi-
tion data, in order to make it acceptable for presentation to the automatic landing
system. In Chapter 4 generalizations of the crntrol system configuration are
presented which relieve the problems of restriction of the state variables and of
effector saturation.
2.10 Summary
The conclusions arrived at in the previous sections are summarized here.
By utilization of inertial data for the assumed simplified model it was possible to:
1. Increase the position loop gain by a factor of 280.
2. Reduce the lateral displacement power component due to wind
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agusts by approximate'.y 400 times.
3.	 Reduce the maximum perturbation due to a constant air mass
acceleration by 135 times.
While these numbers do not present a completely realistic picture of the
improvements which can be achieved in practice, they do, however, demonstrate
that a significant potential for increase in performance exists. A comparison
system performance b-ased on a comprehensive vehicle-control system model is
presented in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 3
INERTIAL FILTERING AND CONTROL
3. 1	 Introduction
This chapter contains an exposition of two methods for combining the outputs
of an inertial navigation system and an ILS receiver to obtain estimates of position
and velocity which are better than could be obtained from eith ^ - source alone. The
estimates are applied to the aircraft control system in the manner described in
Chapter 2. A comparison is made of conventional and inertially-stabilized systems
when realistic. 1LS beam noise is considered.
Two methods of operating on the inertial and ILS information are introduced.
1. :Method 1 - Minimization of the ,integral square of the difference
between inertially-computed vehicle displacement and ILS-
determined vehicle displacement over the trajectory flown by
the aircraft. The method is applied to both the lateral and
longitudinal channels, and simulation resuii5 are shown for
the lateral channel.
2. Method 2 - Kalman Filtering Technique. As .1 a-plied here the
method minimizes the sum of the mean-square differences be-
tween the estimated and actual values of several variables over a
hypothetical ensemble of trajec.,ries . The estimation is based
on information provided by the inertial and ILS systems, Simu-
lation results are given for the lateral channel.
3.2
	 Errors of the Inertial System
The error analysis of inertial navigation systems has beep► exhaustively
studied over many years and f^ very completely treated in the literature. The
following general statements apply. If the inertial navigation system is undamped,
which almost certai.-ily w:,ul I be the case in the application considered here, then the
errors t,aild up in a. ma .ne.- analogous to the buildup of oscillations in a linear oscil-
latcr. One oscillatior. mode, which will primarily affect the vertical errors, and the
velocity errors, has un 84 minute period. Another oscillation mode has a period
approximately equal to the time it takes for the vehicle to be carried once arourd the
earth's axis. For a slowly-moving vehicle this time is twenty-f-,ur hours. For a
R
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rapidly-moving vehicle such as the SST the period depends on the velocity of the
vehicle in the east-west direction. The principal limitation on the performance of
the inertial system is known to be gyro drift which excites the oscillation modes,
and this fact has led to the expenditure of great effort in the development of extremely
accurate gyros. There are less important sources of error such as accelerometer
drift and gravity anomalies. In addition, there are secondary error sources such as
heading sensitivity, a combination of thermal and magnetic effects which affect
component performance through the changing environment that results from changes
in the gimbal angles.
For the current problem the behavior of the navigation system is important
over a time interval of about five minutes - the time between acquisition of the ILS
path and touchdown. For a p,. , riod of this length relatively simple approximations
can be Blade to the inertial system errors.
It is assumed that prior to the time of arrival in the landing area the aircraft
has been in the air for several hours. it is possible that a position error of some
miles and a velocity error of some knots will have built up. Once a receiver output
has been obtained from the ILS beam; an immediate correction can be mado in the
inertially-computed position, and the resulting position error should be of the order
of several hundred feet.
For the additional time that it takes to land, the errors will be dominated by
the errors at acquisition. There should, however, be little increase in inertial
component-generated error during the landing process. An approximation to the
inertially-determined position error during landing can therefore be obtained by
considering the errors at acquisition to be initial condition errors.
Inertial navigation systems normally compute variables referred to a geo-
graphic reference frame, defined as a right-handed system with
x-north
y-east
z-vertical
A more natural system 'for the landing problem is a right-handed system with
x-along the ILS reference line
y-horizontal
z-contained in a vertical plane
In such a frame the lateral deviation of the aircraft from the reference path would be
gi,v -n by a coordinate y and the vertical deviation by a coordinate z.
In the frame defined above, the lateral position error b y would then be given
by
ay = ,	 4 ­e'yot 	(3-2-1)
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where Yo and vyo are the lateral position and velocity errors ~ at some time t = 0
defified to occur after acquisition.
The effect of component error during the landing process can be taken into
account by generalizing (3, 2-1). Component error will cause vertical error and
rate of change of vertical error, which introduce unwanted components of gravity
and rate of change of gravity. In this case the position error is
by = yo + vy t + 2bgt2 + 6bgt3 ^	 (3.2-2)
and, in general, a power series approximation will apply if the time t is sufficiently
short.
In the current problem the simpler expression (3. 2-1) will be used. A better
approximation will be considered subsequently. The position output of the inertial
system is therefore taken to be
yi = y + yo + vyot 	 ( 3.2-3)
where y is the true position of the vehicle in the y direction.
In summary, the position output of the inertial system will be a smooth,
virtually noise - free indication whose error will be dominated by initial conditions.
The error will tend to drift with time.
3.3	 Errors of the ILS System
The principal source of information on ILS beam errors that has been
available to the authors is ref (4) which was prepared by the Bendix Corporation.
•	 Reference (4) was reprinted as an appendix of ref (3).
Since the localizer and glide-slope beams define geometrical entities in
space, there is no drift except over very long periods of time. The beam errors
are functions of position along the beam. The errors are of a random nature,
although constant in time, and depend primarily on distortion of the transmitting
antenna patterns by reflections from the surrounding terrain.
The unit of aircraft deflection from the ILS beam that is used conventionally
is the microamp of receiver output current. Full current output of 1504a corresponds
to an angle of about 2. 0 degrees in the localizer case, and an angle of about 0. 5
degrees in the glide-slope case. Inspection of the beam errors recorded in ref (4),
which were determined by theodolite tracking of aircraft flying the ILS beams at
various facilities, indicates that the beams usually have a bias of several µa and a
spectrum of'bends ranging from a wavelength of 100 feet to a wavelength of several
thousand feet. Spectral analysis of beam errors shows considerable variation in the
spectral distribution of various beams.
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For the purposes of the studies which are reported in this document, beam
noise was generated by computer. A typical example is shown in Fig. 3.3-1. The
figure at the top in units of microamps is simulated white noise, operated upon by .a
simple time lag. The bottom figure shows the same noise in units of feet of error,
from the reference lines.
Specifications on peak beam noise, as given in ref (4) are as follows:
Localizer
1. End of runway to middle market	 =a ua.
2. Biddle marker to outer marker - linear from 15 ga to 130 µa.
3. Beyond outer marker - 130 jta.
Glide-Slope
1. End of runway to middle i7^a.rker ±20 µa.
2. diddle marker to outer marker - linear from f20 tia to 130 µa.
3. Beyond outer marker - f30 pia.
The localizer noise shown in Fig. 3. 3-1 and used in the simulation is a far
more stringent input than the noise prescribed by the above specifications.
3.4	 Method 1 - Lateral Channel Analysis
3. 4. 1 Definition of Estimated Position and Veloc ity
Ideally, the localizer receiver measures the angle e, which can be refined as
the angle between the vertical plane containing the ILS reference path and the line
containing the aircraft and the localizer antenna. The output eIf of the localizer re-
ceiver, however, depends on the localizer beam noise nY and on the localizer re-
ceiver filter. The output can be characterized by the Laplace transform expression
1b i« , 
= sTf + 16I
where
6I = 6 - n 
and the bar is used to indicate a Laplace transform.
(3.4-1)
(3.4-2)
The output of the inertial system, on the other hand. is given by Eq(3.2-3).
If the range R to the localizer antenna is available an angle 6 i , which is the inertially-
computed analog of 6 I , can be formed
Yi Y + Yo + o
6 i	 R - R	 R	 R
The inertial analog of 0 i is
(3.4-3)
d
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Consider the difference E between the filtered output of the inertial system and the
output of the localizer receiver.
	
E = 0 i - 0 i	 (3.4-5)
The quantity E is independent of aircraft motion and depends only on `-.e localizer
noise n  and on the inertial system initial conditions yo and vyo . This can be shown
as follows:
e =	 I 1 (T. - e I)
	
(3. 4-6)sT f
Since yl R = 0
E = 1
	X Y° + --^ + n l
	 (3.4-7)WT f
 + 1 { R	 R	 Y!
where ,C } indicates a Laplace transform.
The operations required to determine E are shown in block diagram form in
Fig. 3.4-1. As indicated above, the inertial system output is operated ors by a filter
identical with the localizer filter so that the dynamic effects of the two paths are the
same.
The following procedure is now proposed. It is assumed that the computation
of E proceeds from time t = 0. It is assumed further that yo and vyo may be grossly
in error - say several hundred feet for y
o 
and several knots for vyo .	 Let correc-
tions yoc and vyoc be defined at t = 0. Then a quantity E' given by
y + y	 v + v
e' = 5T 
+ _F Xj o R 
oc + yo 
R 
yoct + ny }
	
(3.4-8)
f
should, in general, be less than E. It is proposed to determine yoc and vyoc by
the condition that the integral
I =
	
t E'2 dt
	 (3. 4-9)Y f
be a minimum.	 0
The procedure defined above will determine y oc and vyoc , the corrections
which should have been made in yi and vyi respectively at t = 0. At some later
time the corrected inertial quantities, if the error model'(3.2-3) is assumed, are
Y = yi + yoc' + vyoct
	
(3.4-10)
A
vy = vyi + vyo c
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The expressions Aand vy
 are then taken to be the best current estimates of
y and vy, respectively.
3. 4.2 Minimization of the Performance Measure
Let 0 i b( considered to have three components, dependent respec-
tively on y, yo and vyo . Then
0 i	 u + v + w	 (3.4-11)
where
sT + 1 'C 1^ }f
Y
V sTf +
	 R
_	 v t
w - sT ff + I .C^ R
r
The quantities u, v, and w satisfy the differential equations
7 f u + u '=+
7 v	 yof + v = R
v of7w+
 f  	 w = —^-
(3.4-12)
(3.4-13)
The equations for v and w can be normalized by the following procedure. Put
v = vnyo	 (3.4-14)
w = wv
n yo
Then yr and w  r; atisfy
•	 1
7 f vn + vn = R (3.4-15)
•	 _ t
7f '^n wn r R
and are independent of yo and vyo . The initialization of Eqs (3.4-15) is
determined by the following procedure. It is assumed that at t = 0, the out-
put of the filter acting on the inertial posj.r ^.un is set equal to its input. Then
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K0if(0) - 0 i (0)	 (3.4-16)
and
U (0) = 40)
v (0)	 R (0)
v t
W (0) = 
H tU) = 0
(3.4-17)
It follows that
v(0)	 1n - R no
(3.4-18)
W  
(0) = 0
From Eqs (3.4-1), (3.4-2), (3.4-5) and (3.4-11)
0if-0If
(u + v4. w) - (u - nyf)
(
V + w + nyf	
3.4-19)
vnyo + w
nvyo + nyf
Let corrections yoc and vyoc produce a corrected error
E' V  (yo + yoc ) + w;i (v yo + vyoc ) + nyf
(3.4-20)
= v y + w v + e
n oc	 n yoc
The integral square of e v is
i
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t	 t	 t	 t
Iy = yoc 1 vn dt + vyoc J wn dt + 2yoc J vn E dt + 2vyoc J wn E dt0	 0	 0	 0
	
t	 t
+ 2y0c vyoc	 vnwn dt +	 F2 dt	 (3.4-21)
	
0	 0
ThQ integral I  is a minimum when
	
8I	 31
0	 Tv o = 0	 (3.4-22)
The condition (3.4-22) yields
	
t	 t	 t
f
vn e dt = yoc f vn dt +- 	
vyoc	 vnwn dt
	
0	 0	 0
	
t	 t	 t
f
wn
 a dt = yoc
	
	
vnwn dt + vyoc	 wn dt
	
0	 0	 0.
(3.4-23)
Solution of Eq (3.4-23) for y oc and v11oc gives
J
dA - bF
yoc - by-ad
(3.4 - 24)
aB - bA
vyoc = ^ ad
where	 t	 t
A = fvn e dt
	 B = fw n c dt
	 (3.4-25)
0	 0
and
I^
1
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a	 r vn pit
	 b =	 vnwn	 :dt	 e	 wn dt
,J (j
^Q
(3.4-26)
A block diagram of the resultant estimation system is shown in Fig. 3. 4-2.
The above procedure determines yoc and 
vti^^c by minimizing the integral
square of the difference between the filtered inertially-computed angle off the lo-
calizer path and the radio-determined angle off the localizer path. The resultant
corrected inertial position measures the distance of the aircraft from a :Mane
• hrough the noise localizer reference. All angular errors along the path were
given the same weight. Since the specifications on localizer accuracy are more
stringent as the runway is approached, it may be appropriate to wei ght the
integrand of Eq (3.4-9) more heavily near the runway so that the more accurate
radio input has a greater effect.e fect. For the beam noise illustrated in ref (4), however,
there did not seem to be an advantage in weighting the integrand of Eq(3.4-9) as a
function of range.
3. 5 :Method 1 - Lateral Channel Simulation Result s
The method of estimating position and velocity described above has been
tested on the aircraft and control system model developed in Chapter 2. The
cases consider ed are as follows:
1. Conventional sy.3tem.
2. System with ILS position input and uncorrected inertial
velocity and acceleration inputs.
3. System with corrected inertial position and velocity inputs,
and acceleration ; nput.
In all cases the Incalizer beam was assurried to have the error indicated in
Fig. 3.3- 1. This error model is considerably more stringent than the beam errors
illustrated in ref (4), as indicated earlier.
Case 1
For the conventional system ( no inertial navigation system) Fig. 3. 5-1
illustrates the roll angle 0, the heading angle 0, the lateral velocity v  and
the lateral position error y. The peak roll angles 0 are quite high, which
indicates th-At the gain lry is higher than would be practical in an operational
system flying a beam as noisy as the one assumed. The results are, however,
.	 useful in comparing the three cases, and the stringent beam noise will empha-
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size the drastic improvement obtained in Case 3. It will be noticed that the
aii raft tends to follow the average value of the beam noise.
Case 2
For the high gain system with ILS position reference and uncorrected
inertial velocity and acceleration feedback (as described in Chapter 2), the
results are shown in Fig. 3. 5-2. In this case the aircraft lateral position
error is about the same as in Case 1. The peak roll angles, however, have
become even higher. The inertial inputs therefore, with higher gain, appear
to have deterior;,.ted the roll performance with no compensating benef i,
 in
position accuracy. It will be recalled, however, that the prime motivations
for a high-gain system were the ability to attenuate external disturbances, as
shown in Ff g. 2.8-6 and 2. 8-7, and the ability to follow the position reference
precisely. The effect of noise in the position reference will be to increase
the system responses as Fig. 3. 5-2 clearly shows. It can be concluded that
when beam noise is considered, the control system discussed in Chapter 2
is not s , !fficient in itself to produce an acceptable system.
Case 3
In Case 3, the aircraft was controlled with estimated inertial position
y and stabilized with estimated inertial velocity v  and acceleration ay. The
inertial navigation system was assumed to have a position error of 400 ft.
and a velocity error of 2 ft/sec at t = 0. Figure 3. 5-3 shows the system
responses, and Fig. 3. 5-4 sh )ws the error in the estimated velocity and
position. After an initial transient, the estimates converge to a fraction of
a ft/ sec and to peaks of less than 100 ft respectively. The ILS position ref-
erEnce error shown in Fig. 3. 3-1 has effectively been replaced by the nega-
tive of the position error signal y - Y.
It will be noticed that a drastic improvement has occurred in the roll
angle excursion, which is now quite acceptable after 20 seconds. The aircraft
position deflection is now much smoother than in the two preceeding cases,
and the accuracy at touchdown is better. Since the estimation procedure
required about 25 second6 to converge, the estimated variables were not
introdu,^ed at t = 0. The initial references were set to be pure inertial.
The estimated references were phased in after convergence, replacing the
pure inertial references over a period of about 20 seconds.
The above results demonstrate the considerable improvement attain-
able from appropriate utilization of the inertial information.
L
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3. 6	 Method 1 - Longitudinal Channel
The position and velocity to be computed are in the vertical plane along an
axis normal to the ILS reference line. The positive direction is downward. An
accelero y	er with input axis aligned with the reference axis will sense the
specific force
fz = gz - a7	 (3.6-1)
where g  is the component of gravity along the axis. To compute the position
and velocity of the vehicle along the reference axis, it is necessary to compensate
the gravity term, thus isolating the acceleration a z , so that position can be deter-
mined by integration.
In general, g  will not be compensated perfectly because of lack of know-
ledge of the local variation of gravity or because of imperfection of system mech-
anization, and position and velocity errors dependent on the compensation error
6 g'will arise. The simplest assumption is that b g is constant, although this assump-
tion is by no means necessary.
The assumption 6 g = const leads to the following expression for inertially
computed position along z
zi = z + z o + v zO
 
+16g t2
	 (3.6-2)
In analogy with Eq (3.4-3) the inertially-determined angular deflection can be
written in the form
8 = z + z  +vzo +1 6g 
t2
zi	 R R	 R	 Z	 .T (3.6-3)
where R is now the distance to the glide-slope antenna. The subsequent development
is analogous to the develor -.ent of the preceding section. The results can be sur:1-
marized as follows:
The estimated variables are
A = z i+z oc+vzoc t+ 2 agoct2
V  = vzi+ vzoc +6g oc t
	 (3.6-4)
A6g = 6goc
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The computed initial condition corrections are
z Az
ac
-1
-^I (3.6-5)
vzoc z z
Lb 90c
Cz
rewhe
a 
	
b
 C 
(3.6-6)
it1	 -
z -
b	 o
z	 z
e
z
c 
	 e
f
 z
and
A - V	 E
z Zn Z
(3.6-7)B = ,%	 (
z zn z
C =m	 E
z zn z
. 2
a V zh
b =v zn  zn
C - Vznmzn (3.6-8)
dz "` zn
e - Wznmzn
f = mz
zn
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The quantities v zn
, "'zn and mzn satisfy
1	 .zn -
 Tfz 
R - 
zn)
1	 t
zn T fz \ R - wzn
(3. r)-`))
•	 11 t2 _
n'zn ' z ^F^( n'zn)
fz
The error c z
 is the difference between the filtered, inc rtially-determined angular
deflection 0 zif and the output of the glide-slope receiver 9ZIf
3. 7 1lethod 2 - Lateral Channel Analvsis
3, 7. i Introduction
Since the publication on 1960 and 1961 of important papers on linear
filtering and prediction R. E. Kalman and others (see refs (22) and (23)) an
extensive literature has grown up on what is no ,x generally referred to as
Kalman Filter Theory. In this section an application of the theory is made
to the problem of filtering ILS beam signals when information from an inertial
navigation system is available. In Appendix B an exposition of the theory
suficient for the applications of this section is given.
The technique to be desct abed is a powerful formalism for improving,
sequentially, the accuracy of knowledge of the state of a system when certain
measuremerts are made. The s ystem is represented by a set of differential
equations. For a given physical situation, however, K- -man filtering is not
an automatic process for improving accuracy . There is usually consider-
able latitude of choice in how a physical system is described by a set of
equations. The resul+s obtained will depend on setting the problem up in
appropriate fashion so that best use of the available information is achieved.
3. 7.2 General Filter Equation
It is assumed that a system is represented by the matrix differential
equation
x= Fx+n	 (3.7-1)
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where n is white noise. A vector z is measured periodically and is related to x by
	
z = fix 4. u 	 (3. 7-2)
where a is a nneasurement Error. The sequence of values of u are uncorrelated.
Prior to a measurement the estimated value of x is x" . Following the measurement
ar. improved estimate x is computed.
L.et the autocorrelation :unction of n be given by
On a Q6(T)
	 0.7-3)
and the expected value of the sum of the squares of the measurement errors be re-
presented by Ei 
U,
R  =	 (uu,T)	 (3, 7-4)
The covariance matrix E is defined as the expectation of the product
N - X) (X" - x),T . In applications an initial estimate of E must be provided. The
sub-,equent values of E are specified by the filtering process.
The i--proved value of x, following the measurement is given by
X = x"+ E'H(HE'HT + Ru) -1(z - HX,T 	 	 (3.7-5)
The covariance matrix is updated, following the measurement, by
E = E' - Ea;'H T (HE 111 T + R u ) -I 'HE '	 (3.7-6)
Between measurements, the value of x is extrapolated by using Eq (3.7-1) with
the assumpticn of zero noise.
	
A. = F
	(3.7-7)
The covariance matrix is extrapolated between measurements by
E=FE+EF.T+Q	 (3.7-8)
The above process insures that the trace of E is a minimum.
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3. 7. 3 Application to ILS Beam Filtering
Consider the interconnected inertial and ILS system illustrated schematically
in Fig. 3.7-1. The equations of the system are
v =aY i	Y	 (3.7-9)
yi =vyi
T f9 if+9 if = 91 (3. 7-10)
Tf0If+9lf = 91
and
Y
9. = R
8 I
 = 0 - n
	
(3.7-11)
C  = 9 i - 9 i
The system is precisely the same as the one treated by Method 1. It is
assumed, as before, that vyidiffers from its correct value by a constant,
and that y i
 has an initial condition error. The quantity to be measured and
operated upon is E y ; however, E  is now to be sampled periodically rather
than continuously.
Since vyi differs from its correct value by a constant
6v .= dt(vyi -vy)=0yl
Also
(3.7-12)
6y,i = 6v 
	
(3.7-13)
and
TfY 
+Ev= 8i-9+ny
= b®. + ny
The inertially-measured angular Aeflection is
by
60.
(3.7-14)
0. 7-15)
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The formulation (3. 7-1) requires that n  be white noise. The noise
contribution of the ILS beam, however, is band limited and cannot be
represented by a white-noise model. Accordingly, the following artifice is
used. The beam noise is assumed to be suitably represented by the output of
a low-pass filter excited by white noise. The filter output is taken as an
additional state variable, and the resultant system can be assumed to be
excited by white nois y This idea was first put forth by Bode and Shannon
in their 1950 exposition of Wiener's theory of filtering and prediction
(see ref (7)). For the current problem, the IL$ noise iL represented by
n whereY
ny = - ^1 ny + nw
n
where n  is white noise.
The resultant set of equations is
by = 0
Yi
6y = bvi (3.7-16)
1 
( 6y
E = ,r	 ^' - E 3- YY	 f	
1
	Y 	 Y
ny =- T ny+nw
n
In the notation of Eqs. (3. 7 - 1) and (3. 7 -2)
0	 0	 0	 0
1	 0	 0	 0	 (3.7-17)
F-	 0	 1	 _1	 1
	T fR	 Tf	 Tf
0	 0	 J - 1T
n
	
H=[ 0 0 1 0]	 0.7-18)
The measurement of 
c  
is assumed to be made perfectly so that
Ft u = 0. Fron-, the generalized Kalman filter equations, and the
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irepresentations for k and E1 derived above, the following special forms can
be obtained explicitly.	 Between measurements, the estimated state vector
•	 is extrapolated by
dv	 _ Q
yi
dy i = br^,i
byin	 1	 (
E	 a	 -	 ER	 yYT f A )`,
,^	 1
i1 `. _ - 7	 n .
•	 n
The covariance matrix is extrapolated by
FiI	 =
x'12 - Ell
'	 1
x'13 -TR
_	 1	 1
E 12	 T 	 13*Tf	 14f
'	 _	 1
E 14 -	 T E14
n
E 22 = 2E12
•,	 _1	 _	 1	 1
E23 - E13 + T R E22	 T 	 E23	 T E24f
•
E 24 - E 14
_	 1
T	 E24
n
•	 2
E 33 - T R
_	 2
E 23	 T f E 33 t T f E34f
34	 TfR E-(1 + 1 )E	 + 124	 T 	 T 	 34	 T f
E 44
-	
2E44 =  7 + Q
n
(3. 7- 19)
(3.7-20%,
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Immediately following a measurement of 4E , the estimates are updated by
Ef
6vyi = 6v y + E - ( c y Ey)
33
`,6y i = 6Pi+'E-,2-3 (cy,-c'Y)
33
n
E	 E
y = y
ny =ny+ ,l	y(E-EY)
x'33
and the elements of the covariance matrix are updated by
,2
E - E, _ E 1311 - 11 E 33
_	 _ E' E23
E12 E, 
	 E33
E13 0
_	 _ E13E34
E14 E
,
14	 E33
2
_ 23
F 22 E22 E33
E 23 = 0
E'E'23 34
E 24 - E24 - E33
E 33 0
E34.0
2
_ , _ E34
E 44 E44 E33
(3. 7-21)
(3.7-22)
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Method 2 - Lateral Channel Simulation Results
Figure 3.7-2 shows results analogous to those obtained for Case 3 of
Section 3. 4, i.e., Fig. 0. 5-3) . The aircraft was controlled with estimated
position Y and stabilized with estimated velocity vy and acceleration ay. The
initial condition errorr, were the same as for Case 3. It will be noted that the re-
cults are quite similar, except for the finite corrections made at the sampling times.
	
3.9	 Summary
This chapter completes the development, begun in Chapter 1, of methods for
introducing inertially-measured information into the control system. It has been
demonstrated that the feedback of inertial information, the benefits of which were
demonstrated for the noise-free case in Chapter 2, is complemented in the noisy
case by inertial filtering of ILS L,`,,. m noise. The simulations show considerable
reduction in error amplitudes, particularly in roll angle amplitude.
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CHAPTER 4
OPTIMIZING TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE
4. 1 Introduction
The data derived from the inertial navigator, updated by the 1LS system,
provides comparatively noise-free information describing the position, velocity
and acceleration of the vehicle in earth-fixed coordinates. Full utilization of the
new information requires a fundamental reappraisal of the quality of the auto-
matic landing system. Thus it is important to consider certain basic aspects of
the control system properties at this point.
Perhaps the most significant measure of control system performance
is ability to follow precisely a desired trajectory in space. This property is
particularly important in an automatic landing system and will undoubtedly pro-
vide the key to acceptance by the airlines and aircrew. Improved trajectory
response may be achieved in three ways:
1. Increasing the open-loop gain to reduce dynamic errors and the
effects of disturbances. -
2. Tailoring the trajectory to match the characteristics of the
controlled vehicle,
3. Generalized trajectory control.
Approaches 1, 2 and 3 are now considered in detail.
4.2 Accuracy Improvement and Sensitivity Reduction
The processed inertial system data provides relatively noise-free
position, velocity and acceleration data. The position and velocity data is free
from lags which characterize the information provided by the ILS system. The
acceleration information is subject to a small lag * which does not seriously
impair its usefulness as a feedback variable. As a result, the limitations im-
* Since the accelero,neters generate incremental velocity information which
must be processed to extract acceleration data.
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posed by noise and dynamic lags are relaxed and a significant increase in gain
can be effected as demonstrated in Chapter 2. The impact of these changes is
now carefully considered.
A block diagram of a typical control system is shown in Fig. 4.2-1.
The object of the control system is accomplished if the controlled variable C
follows the reference input R. fhe s ystem is subject to disturbances D which
interfere with the control process. The fixed elements in the control system are
G 1 and G 2 while GO and H are subject to modification.
The transfer function between C and R is
CG0G1G2
R " 1 + GOGIG2H (4.2-1)
The dynamic response characteristics of the system depend upon the location of
the zeros of the denominator. The location of the zeros m,--.y be modified by al-
tering the transfer functions G 0 and H. The zeros are normally located to yield
an overdamped step response-. The rapidity of the response is primarily deter-
mined by the crossover frequency of the open-loop transfer function G0G1G2H.
It is desirable to have the bandwidth as wide as possible; however, the bandwidth
is usually limited by considerations such as noise and physical constraints in the
actual system.
The effect of external disturbances must always play an important
role in control system design. Such effects are considered by examining the
transfer function between the controlled input C and the disturbance D.
C	 G2
D - 1 + GO^H (4.2-2)
Since G 2 is fixed, the magnitude of the component of C resulting from a distur-
bance is reduced if the magnitude of the open- loop transfer function GOG1G`H
is increased.
The ability to follow ;6 trajectory precisely in space is a prime re-
quirement for an automatic landing system. Control system accuracy is
measured by examining the relationship defining the error b%:tween the desired
and actual respons ±s
E = R - C	 (4.2-3)
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Tand the reference input R.
E	 1
R - 1 + G 0 G I G 2 H
(4.2-4)
It is apparent that an increase in the magnitude characteristics of G 0 G iG2H
reduces the error E. Thus an increase in the open-loop magnitude reduces
the sensitivity to disturbances and improves accuracy sirntiltaneously. While it
is evident that a considerable improvement is obtained by increasing the open-
loop gain, other considerations must be illuminated before a c^impletely satis-
factory design is achieved.
4.3 Trajectory Generation
Increased gains decrease the sensitivity of a linear control system to
external disturbances, reduce cross-axis coupling and result in a more precise
response to a desired trajectory. However, gains cannot be increased indefinitely
as a result of considerations such as stability, noise and system nonlinearities.
Saturation, in particular, presents a serious problem negating the beneficial effects
of enlarged gains and impairing the ability of the vehicle to follow a trajectory
precisely.
The most common form of saturation occurs in the effectors which
produce the moments and forces required to effect charges in vehicle state. All
the aerodynamic effectors of the SST have magnitude and rate limitations.
Effector saturation is particularly serious, resulting in an essentially open-loop
condition as long as it persists. The effect of saturation is studied by examining
the transfer functions of a system lineari^ , ed about its current operrting point.
Considei the block diagram in Fig. 4.2-1 and let G 1 represent the effector trans-
fer function. Saturation in effector magnitude or rate modifies G 1 to
G 1 = 0
	
(4.3-1)
As a result, the transfer functions relating C to R and C to D become:
C/R = 0	 (4.3-2)
C/D = G 2 	(4.3-3)	 -
Thus reference control is momentarily lost and the sensitivity of the system to
disturbances is increased by the factor 1 + G0 G 1 G 2H. It is therefore desirable to
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I x l s Lx (4.3-5)
IXI 5 L -X
eliminate or prevent saturation.
Saturation may be excited by three sources:
1. Reference commands to the control system.
2. External disturbances acting on the vehicle.
;. The combination of reference commands and external distur-
bances.
Saturation , rising from disturbances is controlled by reduc: 7 the magnitude of
the open-loop transfer function. Thus the magnitude of the environmental dis-
turbances imposes furthez restrictions on open-loop gain. Saturation resulting
from reference inputs is r(:stricted by processing the reference signal. This
asps ct is now considered in detail.
The problem of input signal processing may be formulated within
the Theory of Optimal Control. For example, consider the linearized dynamical
system
x = f 
x 
x + f m	 (4.3-4)
where
X	 is an rn-dimensional state vector
m is an m-dimensional input
f	 is an n x n .,atrixX
f	 i:-3 an n x m matrixM
The state vector is subject to a set of limits of the farm*
L and L. are n-dimensional vectors, The ab4ance of a limit on a particular
x	 x
element of x is signified by setting the corresponding element of L equal to ^.
The problem may be defined as follows:
The inequality sign signifies that (x il s JLJ i = 1, 2, ..., n
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Problem Definition: Find a control m and the corre ,ponding trajectory x, which
minimizes the integral performance index
T
J a f x' MX dt	 ( 4.3-6)
0
subject to the nonholonomic constraint
x = fxx + f 
m 
m	 (4.3-7)
and the hard constraints
Ix) < L1
(4.3-8)
'x< < L2 	
where
L1 < LX
(4.3-9)
i2 r LX
The matrix M is positive semi-definite.
The object of the optimization is to transfer the vehicle to the vicinity
of a terminal state while satisfying the limits imposed by Fq (4. 3-8). The
inequalities (4.3 - 9) are introduced to allow for the effects of disturbances on the
system by providing some range between undisturbed operating values and satu-
ration constraints.
The solution of this problem is complicated by the presence of the mag-
nitude constraints. As a result, a two-point boundary problem must be formu-
lated and solved. While the optimal control approach produces the best answer,
the resulting computational complexity usually leads to a solution which requires
a special-purpose, hybrid computer if real-time control is desired. These
problems have discouraged the application of optimal-control techniques.
To circumvent the computational difficulties the following approximate
technique for generating solutions to the problem defined above is presented. The
method is particularly suited to vehicle control problems. Consider the simplified
vehicle control system shown in Fig. 4.3-1. The desired terminal state may be
set equal to
x  = me
	l4. S-
x 2 = 0
	 (4.3-11)
The
	
ntrol input is the variable m d . The effector output x 2
 is subject to satura-
tion
Ix21 15 	 (4.3-12)
L 1	 (4.3-13)
These limits imply constraints on the vehicle state of the form
	
x 11 s 1L 0K 1 1	 (4.3-14)
	
Ix lI s IL 1 K 11	 (4.3-15)
Suppose that the natural frequency of the system in Fig. 4. 3-1
1/2
W = KT	 (4.3-16)
0
is large compared to the bandwidth of thr. input mc , and the damping ratio
2(^OK O
K1/2	 (4.3-17)
t)
is greater than 1. Then the output satisfies
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iImdl s Il'lK1J	 (4.3-20)
The variable and may be identified with the trajectory r. Thus the limits on the
state variable x imply corresponding constraints on r if saturation within the
control loop is to be avoided. A requirement is consequently established for a
device which
1. Controls the bandwidth of the input signal.
2. :Modifies the input signal by constraining the maximum
amplitudes of its first and second derivatives.
A device having the desired properties is illustrated in Fig, 4, 3-2. The device
will be referred to as a nonlinear trajectory generator. A linearized nYodel of
the NTG is obtained by removing the magnitude limits. The transfer function
then becomes	 9
and	 K1
me	 s- + K2Kis 
+K1
(4.3-21)
The bandwidth of the transfer function is modified by varying the natural frequency
W t and is normally equal to the crossover frequency of the open-loop transfer func-
tion of the control system. The natural frequency depends upon the value of Ki
Wt = Kl/2	 (4.3-22)
The damping ratio ^ t is normally larger tlian 1
K K 1 /2
9,
	
_	 2 1	 (4,3-23)
t	 2
or	 2 ^tK2 = K 1 /2	 (4.3-24)
1
The limits impose the following constraints on the outputs of the NTG
IindI s S O	 (4.3-25)
Imdi 15' S l	 (4„'3-26)
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I md i s S2	 (4.3-27)
Saturation of an d automatically sets and equal to zero; similarly, saturation
of and sets and to zero. Thus the requirements imposed by saturation are satis-
fied. The availability of first and second derivatives of the output plays an im-
portant role in the construction of control systems capable of precisely following
a trajectory, as is shown later in the sections on vertical and lateral control
system synthesis.
4. 4 Generalized Trajectory Control
The closed-loop transfer function between the reference input R and the
controlled output of Fig. 4.2-1 was stated earlier to be
C	 G 0 G 1 G 2
R - 1 +G0G1G2H (4.4-1)
It is of interest to consider the asymptotic behavior of this transfer function as
the magnitude of the open-loop transfer function varies. Two cases are of
interest
(a) G 0 G 1 G 2 H « 1
R. -+ G OG 1 G 2	 (4.4-2)
(b) G0GIG2H » 1
C	 1	 (4.4-3)R	 H
In the first case it is apparent that the advar rages of feedback are lost if the
open-loop magnitude is significantly less than one. In the second case the output
C will not equal the input R unless H is identically one. This problem may be
avoided by operating on the input with H so that Eq (4.4-1) becomes
C	 GOGIG2H
RR - 1 + G0GIG2H	 (4.4-4)
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Consequently, precision trajectory control is achieved by producing a modified
control signal which is a linear transformation of the desired trajectory. Typi-
cally, H has the form
H = 1 + KX s + KX a 2	(4.4-5)
where Ka and K  are constants. The form of H in the present application implies
that the first and second derivatives of the reference signal must be generated to
provide the correct compensation. However, differentiation of the input can be
avoided by utilizing the signals available from the nonlinear trajectory generator.
The signals from the nonlinear trajectory generator are shown in Fig. 4.3-2 and
this utilization is indicated in Fig. 4. 4-1. The input R  to the control system has
the required form
Rc = Rd + KXRd + KXRd
[l KXs + K.x s 2] Rd
= HR 	 (4.4-6)
The subsequent chapters will consider, in detail, the application of the above
techniques to improve system quality.
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y _- g tan 0 (5. 2-1)
°. . ;: ► P.^OC CLANK NOT SWIM
CHAPTER 5
LATFRAL AND VERTICAL CON TROL SYSTEM DESIGN
	
5. 1	 Introduction
The fundamental control problem during ar, automatic landing involves
guidance of the aircraft with respect to a path defined by the runway and glide-slope
geometry. This chapter contains an exposition of a set of lateral and longitudinal
control systems which appear to have significant advantages over systems currently
in use.
These control problems will be studied in an earth-fixed reference frame
with origin at the point where the glide slope intersects the runway center line.
The x-axis lies along the center line, y is horizontal while z is directed downward.
	
5. 2	 Lateral Position Control
One of the most important requirements for an automatic landing system is
the ability to provide precision guidance with respect to a vertical plane containing
the runway center line. Position and velocity relative to the plane are determined
by combining information from the ILS localizes signal with data from an inertial
navigation system discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The purpose of the lateral con-
trol system is to utilize the position and velocity information to gu-'-ie the aircraft
along an appropriate trajectory relative to the reference.
The primary lateral control variable in coordinated flight (no sideslip angle)
is the roll angle of the aircraft. The lateral acceleration under these circumstances
may be written:
The analysis, therefore, will be initiated by a discussion of roll angle control.
5. 3	 Roll Angle Control System
Attitude control about the aircraft's longitudinal axis is achieved by deflect-
ing the vehicle ' s ailerons and spoilers, thus exciting a nonsymmetric lift distribu-
tion along the transverse axis and producing a resultant x-axis moment. The
variation in lift results in a nonsymmetric drag profile resulting in a yawing
83
moment and an accumulating sideslip angle 3. This undesirable effect is generally
controlled by generating; a counter yaw moment with the rudder. The rudder de-
flection is linearly related to lateral body axis acceleration which is sensed by a
body-mounted accelerometer. The accelerometer output is given by:
ay ` v + r vp - g cos 0 sin 4t	 (5.3-1)
where
ay	is the specific force along the y-body axis (ft/sec 2).
v	 is the acceleration of the vehicle along the y-body axis (ft/sect).
r	 is the yaw rate (rad/sec).
v 
	
is the path velocity (ft/sec).
K	 is the gravitational constant (32. 2 ft/sect).
0,0
	
are pitch and roll Euler angles, respectively.
The roll control system design is based on the transfer characteristics
between aileron deflection and roll rate (; a 0) which are illustrated in Fig. 5. 3-1.
At high frequencies the ailerons produce a moment proportional to their deflection.
As a result, the roll rate p is proportional to the integral of the aileron deflection.
At low frequencies the accumulation in roll rate reduces the moment produced by
the ailerons so that the p becomes proportional to aileron deflection.
The effector characteristics are modeled by a simple first-order time lag
with a time constant, Tail' of 0. 05 seconds.
A linearized model of the roll control system is shown in Fig. 5. 3-2. boll
ai..gle and roll-rate gains were selected to yield good damping characteristics and a
conservative crossover frequency as shown in Fig. 5. 3-3. The resultant closed-loop
frequency response is given in Fig. 5. 3-4, and the step response of the correspond-
ing linear system is shown in Fig. 5. 3-5.
The final design was obtained by integrating a Boeing-designed lateral stability
augmentation system (SAS) with appropriate roll-rate gain modifications to account
for the roll damping already incorporated in the SAS. The SAS provides the neces-
sary sideslip control for coordinated flight.
Sideslip control is achieved by using the accelerometer output Eq (5. 3-1)
corrected by heading rate information and feedforward coupling from the aileron
command to provide the required rudder deflection. The complete design is shown
* The transfer functions are derived in Appendix C.
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r	 ..	 .
in V ig. 5. 3-6. Thr , parameters shown on the diagram are defined and listed in
Table 5.3-1.
5.4	 L.inoar Analysis of a Lateral Position Control System
A simplified linear model of a lateral control system is shown in Fig. 5. 4-1.
The model utilizes the linear roll angle control system illustrated in Fig. Vii. 3-2
and is thus based on the assumption of coordinated turns. Under these circum-
stances the vehicle equations are particularly simple, and the lateral acceleration
y may be written:
y -- g c'	 (5.4-1)
where
g	 is the gravitational constant (g = 32. 2 ft/sec 2).
4h	 is the roll a.rale (radians).
Trajectory control is achieved by the closure of a position control loop on the filtered
inertial position y. Dynamic response requirements are s ati fied by the closure of
additional loops on processed inertial velocity y, lateral acceleration y and approxi-
mate acceleration rate g ¢.
The forward-loop transfer function is written:
G  = K  4L	 (5. 4-2)
S . Od
The open-loop transfer function is given by:
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K.	 K..	 2	 1{...Gy liy = K y	 1 + y s + K (-,^ s + 1) s + y g
	
(5.4--3)
s Od	 y	 y a	 y
and is shown in Fig. 5. 4-2
where
K 	 is the adjustable position feedback gain.
Ky	 is an adjustable velocity feedback gain.
Ky	 is an adjustable acceleration feedback gain.
*...y 	is an adjustable acceleration rate feedback gain.
Ta	is the time constant of a first-order lag associated with the
acceleration feedback loop.
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Table 5. 3-1 Roll Angle Control System Parameters
PARAMETER VALUE
K 1.000
K^ 2.000
K 1 3.000
K 2 0.170
K,3 0. 374
K 4 2.000
K 5 2.000
K 6 3.000
K 7 2.000
K 8 0. 636
K 9 0.534
T 1 1.000
T 2 0.500
T 4 2.000
T 7 1.000
L 1 10.000
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5.:i	 for Stead ,; Lateral Errors
If an aircraft is moving through an air mass having a low-frequency compo-
nent of acceleration ^4^^ perpendicular to the desired flight Bath, the aircraft heading
angle must change in continuous fashion in order to maintain a zero velocity (,Onl-
ponent perpendicular to the path. The relationship between, wind velocity and crab
angle with respect to the path is given by:
- sin- 1	 y	 (5. 5-1)
Equation (5. 5-1) implies that the heading rate must obey the relationship:
w y
c	 - v COs
	 (5, 5 -2)
p	 c
i'	 •Thus if w"^ s constant, a constant heading rate must be maintained:
g tan,	 (5.5-3)
C	 v
p
In the E-, ystem shown in Fig. 5. 4- 1 this heading rate may only be maintained if a
position error e y, exists:
ey K	 (5. 5-4)
The steady-state error may be eliminated by the application of proportional plus
integral compensation as shown in Fig. 5.5-1 . The output of the proportional plus
integral compensator provides a signal equal to the error e  plus a quantity pro-
portional to the integral of the error. The integrator accumulates an output equal
to 6/K Y* In the steady state e y is zero, and the conditions for preservation of zero
position error are satisfied. The value of integrator gain Kiy, is selected throu-?h
compromise between dynamic response degradation and static response improvement.
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The effect of the compensator on the open-loop transfer function is shown in Fig.
5. 5-1.
5.6
	 Nonlinear Design Consider rations for Lateral Control
The prime source of nonlinearity in the lateral control system arises from
the requirements imposed by passenger comfort on the maximum roll angit and
roll angular rate. The requirements impose restrictions on lateral acceleration
and acceleration rate, which must be reflected in lateral trajectory synthesis. The
desired lateral trajectory is described by the equations:
yd) s vp
 sin I ^ 
max 1	 (5. 6-1)
yd ) s ay g tan 10 maxi
	
(5.6-2)
where
4'max
	 is the maximum path angle relative to the runway center line.
Omax	 ,s the maximum roll angle.
ay	 is a constant between 0 and 1.
The constant ay is introduced to ensure that sufficient roll angular r . i.,te is available
to counteract environmental disturbances.
In addition to expressing these absolute limitatio..s, the global dynamics of
the trajectory should match those of the vehicle-control system in order to achieve
precise tracking. The problem is solved by selection of the natural frequency 
W 
and damping ^y of the nonlinear trajectory generator (NTG y), as discussed in
Section 4. 3.
In addition to ensuring that the desired trajectory satisfies the restrictions
imposed by the roll constraints, it is important to ensure that these limits will not
be exceeded as a result of severe environmental disturbances. Absolute limiting of
roll angle and roll angle rate is achieved by the introduction of a device which will
be referred to as a command signal processor (CSP). The CSP is inserted between
the commanded Troll angle Oc and the desired roll angle Od . The structure of the
CSP is identical to that of the NTG shown in Fig. 4. 3-2. The primary distinction
~
	
	
lies in the selection of the dynamic parameters w co and 
AGO 
for the CSP. These
are selected such that:
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wC0	 is the natural frequency of CSP (rad/sec).
^C6	 is the damping ratio of the CSP.
(5.6-3)
(5.6-•4)
w	 is the natural frequency associated with the dominant roots
of the roll angle control system.
As a result Df these restrictions, it is apparFnt that the output Cd will essentially
equal the input C, C providing the constraints imposed by CSP
I 6dI s Idmaxl	 (5.6-5)
l¢d l S 1;maxl	 (5.6-6)
1 0 dl s 10maxl	 (5.6-7)
are not violated. Thus the limiting properties of the CSP may be introduced without
affecting the loop gain of the lateral control system.
5. 7	 Velocity and Acceleration Control
In a control system where accurate trajectory control is the important goal,
the requirements to achieve this goal should be examined. The vall:e of y will con-
tinuously eq ­,al yd if and only if
y = yd	 (5. 7-1)
y = yd	 (5.7-2)
y = yd	 (5. 7-3)
It is desirable to maintain the equalities (5. 7-1), (5. 7-2) and (5. 7-3) as
closely as possible if the trajectory error, the difference between y and y d , is to
he small. These goals may be achieved by generating the roll angular command in
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the form
s + K.
$ d - Ky	 s iy `yd - y) + Ky C ya - yl + K. (yd - a,f— ss 1 y)+ Ky:g$ + $ 1,
(5.7-4)
Thus the desired roll angle directly depends on the errors in the equalities and is
rlodified to preserve trajectory precision. The low value of Ky, compared with K.
and Ky , would normally lead to a vehicle path which achieves velocity and accelera-
tion accuracy at the expense of position error. This effect is controlled by the
proportional plus integral compensator
s + K.
G.iy	 s	 (5. 7-5)
which provides a monotone increasing weight to any residual position error as time
increases. The control of acceleration is complicated by the presence of two
measures of vehicle acceleration, lagged inertial acceleration and vehicle roll
angle.
Since the lateral vehicle acceleration is approximately equal to
y = g tan	 (5.7-6)
it is apparent that a desired acceleration yd requires a roll angle
f$ = tan -1 ` ,gd
	(5. 7-7)
TI,e roll angle requirement is satisfied by generating a reference angle
$ = tan-1 (yd)
	
(5. 7-8)r
which is added to the input $d of the roll CSP.
5.8	 Lateral Control System Configuration
The structure of the lateral control system is shown in Fig. 5. 8-1. The
gains and parameters values associated with the NTG and CSP are given in Table
5. 8-1. The roll control system, shown in block form, is described in detail in
Section 5. 3. A detailed analysis of the CSP and NTG is found in Section 5. 6 and
4. 3, respectively.
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Fig. 5. 8-1 Improved lateral position control system with nonlinear trajectory
generation, roll command signal processing and im: rtial stabilization.
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Table Vii. 8- 1 Lateral Control System Parameters
G AINS
K 
Lateral position: gain 0. 051 deg /ft
K. Lateral v elocity gain 0. 510 deg/ft/sec
K.y Lateral acceleration gain 1. 020 deg/ft/sec2
K. y Lateral acceleration rate 0.0310 deg/ft/sec'3
gain
K iy Integral compensator gain 0. 020 sec
CONSTANTS
T Lateral acceleration filter 0.100 seconds
a time constant
S,ATTTRATION LIMITS IMPOSED BY IMPOSED BY
VEHICLE LIMITS NTG OR CSP
y w w
v +244. 000 ft/sec +244.000 
v +18.60 ft /see 2 + 8.000 ft/sec2
f 30. 000 degrees +30. 000 degrees
+43. 700 deg/sec +10.000 deg/sec
^ ±21.890 deg / see 2 +10. 000 deg/ see 2
NTG PARAMETERS
w NTG v natural frequency 0.200 rad/secY .
F 
NTGy damping ratio 1.000
CSP0 natural frequency 8. 660 rad/sec
CSP0	damping ratio 4.330
I
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	5. 9
	 Lateral Control System Response Characteristics
The response of the lateral control system to a y position error and a zero
initial y velocity is shown in Fig. 5.9-1. The variables shown correspond to those
in Fig. 5.8-1. While the vehicle velocity y and acceleration are not precise
duplicates of the desired velocity yd and acceleration Yd, the error between the
position responses y and yd is quite small. The nonlinear character of the vehicle
response to an initial y error (j = 0) is illustrated in Fig. 5. 9-2. Response non-
linearity is a result of the control imposed on maximum roll angle and rate.
	
5. 10	 Vertical Flight Path Control
Precise altitude control is also an important consideration in an automatic
landing system design. The first vertical control phase occurs before localizer
acquisition when the altitude is changed to haq, the altitude of intersection with the
glide-slope center line at the termination of the ACQUISITION maneuver. Shortly
before acquisition is terminated the desired vertical path is again altered to permit
a smooth transition to a flight path coincident with the glide-slope center line which
is followed until the terminal maneuvers, FLAREOUT and DECRAB.
The primary vertical control variable is the aircraft pitch angle 0. Thus the
next section will consider the design of a pitch attitude control system.
A primary requirement for vertical guidance is effective flight path velocity
control. Throughout this discussion it will be assumed that the aircraft is provided
with an automatic throttle so that the airspeed is maintained at a constant value
(vas ^ 244 ft/sec, u = 0).
5. 11 Pitch Angle Control System
Angular control about the transverse vehicle axis is effected by operating the
auxiliary and main elevators. Such action produces a change in the lift provided by
the horizontal stabilizer and resultant moment about the y body axis. The transfer
function relating pitch rate to elevator deflection at constant speed (u = 0) is shown
in Fig. 5. 11-1. At high excitation frequencies the moment is proportional to ele-
vator deflection. Thus the pitch rate is proportional to the integral of the elevator
deflection at high frequencies. At low frequencies the increase in pitch rate due to
elevator deflection reduces the do lection-produced moment resulting in a pitch rate
proportional to be.
The elevator deflection command is structured from the closure of a pitch
angle control loop to provide the primary objective and a pitch rate feedback branch
to obtain satisfactory response dynamics. Modest gains were selected to minimize
the effect of sensor noise and to reduce the possibility of exciting the important body
* Obtained using the simulation described in Appendix D.
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bending modes. The elevator actuator is modeled by a simple first-order system
with a 0. 05 second tino- constant, Tc, 1. A sim p le linearized model is shown in
1- ' 1g. 5. 11-2
^% lie re
11'10 is an adjustable pitch angle feedback gain.
Kl is an ad ,l^istable hitch rate feedback gain,
Tht: resultant --iw, and ciosed-ioo p transfer functions are shown in Figs.
5. 11-3 and 5. 11-4, Tlie ros ponse of the linear systern to a unit step is shown in
F?g. 5. 11-:5. The coni p lete ;itch angles control sVsiem is shown in Fig. 5. 11-6,
u here magnitude and rate limits are incorporated into the elevator servomechanism.
The r)arameters area defined in Table 5. 11-1.
^. 12	 Linear Analysis of the Vertical Control System
If the "light path velocity is held constant, the vertical component of velocity
z maN be approximated i^. the linear relationship
1) 	 (5. 12-1)
=-V 1) (0 - a)
	
(5. 12-2)
where
z	 is the vertical velocity.
v f'LL	 is the flight path velocity.
ti	 is the path inclination angle.
H	 is the pitch attitude.
a	 is the vertical slip angle.
Linear equations similar to those in Appendix C may be derived relating a to . under
the assumption that the velocity perturbation u is zero. Thus pitch angle becomes
the primary control variable. The transfer function relating yto 0 is shown in Fig.
5. 12- 1. In the low frequency range changes in 8 excite small changes in y, and the
transfer function approaches unity. At higher frequencies rapid changes in pitch
produce large increments in the lift vector. The value of y becomes proportional
to the rate of change of 0, and a. rising magnitude characteristic results.
A linear model of the vertical control system is shown in Fig. 5. 12-2
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Table 5. 11 -1 Pitch Angle Control S,yste m Parameters
G AIMS
K 0 Pitch angle gain 7.100
K. Pitch angular rate gain 16. 250 sec
0
CONSTANTS
T Elevator model time constant 0. 050 sec
SATURATION LIMITS
L o Elevator angle limit x-30. 000 deg
L 1 Elevator rate limit ±25. 000 deg/sec
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(5. 13-1)
vN he rt'
h1	 i:: an ad)ustabie vertical position feedback aii_
K L
	is an ad ustable vertical velocity feedback #,rain.
K^	 is an adjustable ik^ctrit , ration feedback gain.
'I'a
	is a time constant which reflects the fa ct that	 acceit^ratit^z:
data is not avaiiable from most inertial systeins.
The values are shown in Table 5. 16-1.
The forward-loop transfer function is written
K v ti
G Z =	 Z 1 '	 (5. 12-3)
d
The open-loop transfer function is given by
K ti vK	 K., s2
G c H z = 5d s 1 t KZ s 4- KZ tz s 4. 1	 (5. 12-4)
The closed-loop transfer function is then
GL	 Z
z 	 1 + G 	 Z1I	
(5. 12-5)
The gains K Z , KZ , K2 were conservatively chosen based on sensor noise and
dynamic response considerations. The open and closed-loop transfer functions are
shown in Figs. 5. 12-3 and 5. 12-4. The unit-step response of the linear model
appears in diagram 5. 12-5. Some practical problems are considered at this point.
5. la Compensation for Steady Vertical Errors
The instantaneous vertical con_ponent of velocity may be written
Y
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FF c
- 2 
as a b) (5. 1,3 -2)
- zd
Fj r 
= V as + wb
(5. 13-4)
t,e rte
`°as	 is the velocity of the aircraft relative to tLe air mass.
!s the component of wired velocity along ri,f. a rcraft
longitudinal axis.
Thus to :na ntain a constant rate of descent z d , the following ni.,st he true for 6:
The constant value of F; will be maintained in the quiescent state uy a position error
FF
e  = h
The )osition error can be eliminated by feeding forward a reference inpu fi r to the
sun.ndng junction
Unfortunately, it is difficult to compute the exact value of H r because of errors in
the measurement of w b . The problem may be avoided by utilizing a p. ^portional
plus integral compensator to remove residual error in 0r as shown in Fig. 5. 16- 1.
The compensator gain K 1Z is selected by a compromise between deterioration of
dynamic response and improvement of static characteristics. The effect of the
compensator on open-loop response is shown in Fig. 5. 13-1.
5. 14	 -Nonlinear Design Considerations for Vertical Control
As a result of th,s relatively small changes in pitch attitude which occur
during landing, pitch rate and magnitude do not impose serious restrictions on
response. On the other hand, it is important to prevent rate and/or magnitude
saturation in the elevator effector to minimize sensitivity to environmental dis-
turbam^ es. The magnitude restriction is reflected in a corresponding maximum
vertical acceleration. Consequently, magnitude saturation may be controlled in an
approximate fasnion by ensuring that
^ zd^ s ^ az vp gmax^	 (5. 14-1)
where
qmax	 is the maximum pitching rate (radians/sec).
s	
2 	 is a positive constant between 0 and 1.
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showing the effect of integral compensation.
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In addition to limiting acceleration it is customary to put some upper limit on rate
of descent which would not be exceeded in normal operation.
1i dls I Zmax)
	 (5. 14-2)
In addition to restricting acceleration and velocity, it is important to match the
general dynamics of the trajectory to the response characteristics of the vertical
control system. This is accomplished by adjusting the natural frequency W  and
damping ratio ^z of tine second-order trajectory generator NTG z , as discussed in
Chapter 4.
5.15 Velocity and Acceleration Control
As discussed in Section 4. 3, exact trajectory control requires
	
z = z 	 (5.15-1)
z	 z 	 (5. 15-2)
	
:: = z 	 (5. 15-3)
While it i , not possible to achieve these goals exactly, improved, performance may
be obtained by structuring the control variable from corresponding error signals and
a pitch reference input as shown in Fig. 5. 16-1.
A	 n	 .. _	 s	 n8c = Kz (zd - z) + KZ (z d - z) + Kz (z d 	 a s + 1 z) - 0 
(5.15-4)
where
K 	 is the vertical position gain (radians /ft).
KZ	 is the velocity gain (radians-sec/ft).
Kz	 is the acceleration gain (radians-sect/ft),
zd
9r	 is the pitch reference signal (6r =-v
p)
The pitch rate is also referenced to an input variable
1	 .
I	 as shown in Fig. 5. 16-1.
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GAINS
K Vertical position gain 0.063	 deg Ift
K. Vertical velocity gain 0.246	 deg/ft/see;
K.. Vertical acceleration gain 0.156	 deg /ft / see 2
z
K iz Integral compensator gain 0.010	 sec
CONSTANTS
T Vertical acceleration filter 0.100	 seconds
a time constant
SATURATION LIMITS IMPOSED BY IMPOSED BY NTG
VEHICLE LIMITS
z -
z - f14. 600 ft/sec
z f 25.1 ft /see 2 t12. 500 ft/sec"
0 - -
9 ±5. 90 deg / sec -
0 +4.92 deg / see 2 -
NTG PARAMETERS
NTGz natural frequency	 0.500	 rad / sec
w
NTG z damping ratio	 1.000
I .
4	
yy
}
Y
	
5. 16
	 Ver tical Control System Configuration
The final structure of the vertical control system is shown in Fig. 5. 16-1.
Table 5. 16-1 lists the design values of the vertical gains and parameters. The pitch
control system, which appears in block form, is described in Section 5. 11. Detailed
a,.alysis -f the NTG appears in Sections 5.6 and 4..3.
	
5. 17	 Vertical Control Systems liest,onse Characteristics
The response of the vertical control, system: to an initial z displacem(-,-nt
(z = 0) is shown in Fig. 5. 17- 1. A family of responses illustrating the nonlinear
character of the controlled vertical trajectories are .s hown in Fig. 5. 17-'
Table 5.16-1 vertical Control System Parameters
A	 r Obtained using the simulation described in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 6
ACQi`Isi ,rl<)N CONTROL SYSTEM
6. 1 Introduction
The first phase of a landing sequence is a maneuver which changer, the
flight path from a linear course cressing the ILS center line at an angle ^l to a
path coincident with the ILS center line (the value of ik a is nominally 45 0	The
acquisition is normally initiated when the aircraft intersects a radius drawn from
the localizer transmitter approximately 2-1/2 0
 off the localizer center as shown
in Fig. 6. 1-1. The threshold is usually detected using the ILS localizer signal.
The maim performance criterion for acquisition is the rapidity with which
the ILS beam is acquired. It is desirable to accomplish this result as quickly as
possible for a number of reasons:
1. Rapid acquisition ensures that the flight path will be completely stabil-
ized on the beam center line before the final phases of DEC:RAB and
FLARE are initiated.
2. A reduction in acquisition time permits the aircrafc to acquire the beam
closer to the runway threshold reducing the time required to complete
a landing.
A conventional acquisition control s ystem is a linear, position controller
which utilizes position and derived velocity data from the ILS system to defi;,e the
roll control variable. A lateral position control system of this type is described
in Appendix A. Prior to the initiation o. acquisition the aircraft is maintained on a
linear course by the directional autopilot. V<hen the aircraft crosses the preset
ILS threshold discussed above, control is transferred to the ILS referenced linear
position controller which retains vehicle control until the initiation of the terminal
landing maneuvers described in Chapter 7.
While the simplicity of this system is very attractive, it displays a nambec
of undesirable qualities.
1. Sensitivity to disturbances due to low open-loop gain.
2. Sensitivity of response characteristics to the beam location where ac-
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quisition is initiated.
3. A large value of overshoot and a long settling time.
4. Excessive roll angle and roll angular rate.
As a re ,t It of these drawbacks, it was decided to approach the problem from an
entirely nwx pint of view based on the principles of TTME OPTIMAI, CONTROL,
which is suggested by the criteria assigned to acquisition performance.
The key to the solution of this problem J^s the ability of the improved lateral
control system to follow a trajectory in space with a high degree of precision. The
object of this investigation is to utilize the theory of time optimal control to gener-
ate an improved trajectory which taken into account the limitations on the lateral
control variable 0 . nie improved trajectory is applied as a reference input to the
new lateral control system. which then tracks it in a linear fashion. The result is a
quasi-time-optimal acq%tisition system which provides:
1. Performance that is essentially independent of the direction, velocity
and location of the initial path.
2. :Minimum over:,!ioot.
3. Automatic compensation for the effects of constant wind.
•
	
	
A ,simplified derivation of the properties of time-optimal lateral position control
solutions is now presented.
6.2	 Vehicle Equations
Acquisition of the IM beam is primarily a vehicle lateral control problem.
Such lateral control is achieved by modifying the roll angle of the aircraft. Assum-
ing that the vehicle's turns are properly coordinated by the autopilot, the equation
of motion may be simplified to:
	
g tangy	 (6.2-1)
w v p
	
y = vp sin i•	 (6.2-2)
where y is lateral deflection, tG is the heading ani le relative to the localizes refer-
ence plane, a is the roll angle, g the gravitational constant and v  is the path vel-
ocity. In order to ensu: a passenger comfort, additional limitations must be im-
posed on the control variable 0 .
101 S 0 max (ti30 degrees)	 (6.2-3)
(i! S ; max (ftlU degreeLw /sce d)
	 (6.2-4)
A state vector x ma y be associated with the system by setting:
x1 = u	 (6.
g tar, x
x 2 - --V -^	 (6.2-6)
P
x 3 = v p
 sin x 2	(6. 2 -7)
where u is equal to ¢ . In vector notation l qs (6.2-5) - (6.2-7) are written:
x = f(x, u)
	 (6.2-8)
The inclusion of x 1 - ¢ into 'ch(^ state vector x is necessary to account for the dyna-
mics [Eq (6.2-4)] associated with ¢ and facilitates a direct solution of the minimal
time control problem which may now be defined.
6.:3	 Definition of the R. ablem
P ind a control u c Co (t, T), which minimizeg the integral performance
index:
J =	 dt = T - t	 (6.3- 1)
t
subject to a fixed terminal stp"Ei:
x(T) = 0	 i6.3-2)
the nonholonomic constraint:
^4	 x = f(x,u)	 (6.3-3)
with the boundary condition:
x(t) = a
	
(6.3-4)
and the saturation constraints:
1 x l+ 5 Omax	 (6.3-5)
u (
	
s jmax	 (6. 3-6)
*The notation u e C  (t, T) indicates ti.at u is a member of the family of functions
with continuous derivatives up to the nth order on the interval (t, T).
q
PW'
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6.4
	 Solution by Application of the Minimum Principle
The class of problems defined above was among the first to interest re-
searchers in the area of optimal control systems and was solved heuristically for
linear second-order systems as early as 1950 by McDonald. (6) Since that time a
large number of papers have appeared which enable the most complicated problems
to be solved in theory. (9-14) The properties of minimal time controls are bust illustra-
ted as an application of L. S. Pontryagin's Minimum Principle(15, 16) which states
that the Hamiltonian must be a minimum along any extremal of the problem posed
above. The Hamiltonian for this particular problem is defined as follows.
Definition: The Hamiltonian of the systems of Eqs (6.3-1) and (6.2-3) is given by:
H = 1 + pf f	 (6.4-1)
where p is the adjoint state vector associated with the vehicle equations and is de-
fined by:
p = -Hx	(6.4-2)
p(T) =
 k (6.4-3)
where H is the gradient of the Hamiltonian with respect to x and k is an unknown
terminal adjoint state.
A control solution is obtained by application of the Minimum Principle.
Expansion of Eq (6.4-1) gives:
i
P2H = 1+pi u + -2 v	 + p3 vp sin x2	(6.4-4)P
This expression is minimized by ensuring that the contribution resulting from the
control is as negative as possible. Minimality is achieved if the control variable
u is set equal to:
u	 4maxsgn(Pl )	 (6.4-5)
Thus the magnitude of the optimal roll angular rate is always equal to its maximum
value whenever;
1X11 5 Omax	 (6.4-6)
While the properties of the sc?ution given in Eq (6.4-5) are quite clear, the pro-
blems associated with its actual computation are (usually) insuperable from a pra-
tical point of view.
6.5	 Generation of Time Optimal Controls
The computational difficulties associated with the realization of lime mini-
133
w	 1
mal control systems evolve from the boundary conditions imposed in Eqs (6. 3-2),
(6. 3-4), and (6. 4-3). Since knowledge is limited to the current state, x(t), an al-
gorithm must be derived to define the unknown parameters p(T) and T if E. solution .
is to be formed for the general case. This involves the solution of a two-point
boundary value problem. The situation is further complicated by the nonlinear
character of the vehicle equations of motion, Such, problems may be solved by
variational programming techniques. (17, 18) The computational techniques are,
however, quite time consuming and are not currently feasible for most real-time
control applications.
The diffic , ilties described above are greatly diminished if the problem may
be specialized in some sense. Such specialization is possible here since the initial
value of ^ is usually close to zero as a result of the linearity of the initial flight
path. The condition 0o = 0 effectively collapses the problem dimensionality to two
permitting a two-parameter set of switching characteristics to be generated.
A trajectory which displays some of the properties of the time-optimal sol-
ution described in Eqs (6. 4-5) and (6. 4-6) is shown in Fig. 6.5-1. The aircraft
is initially on a linear path having an angle ip a relative to the runway center line.
As the boundary at y = y agc is crossed, the aircraft is rolled to an angle 4	 aq at
a rate limited so that;
A	 ;aq A max	 (6.5-1)
At the conclusion of this maneuver the aircraft is on a path of constant radius. The
aircraft continues to change direction until the boundary at ^ aqa is reached, at
which point it is rolled to level flight at a rate 1: ited by Eq (6. 5-1). It is appar-
ent that a correct choice of the values y
agc and yaga will lead to a final flight path
tangent to the localizes center.
A set of switching boundaries, y
agc and yaga which result in ,a terminal
path along the localizer center may be generated using the geometrical parameters
shown in Fig. 6. 5-1. The following calculations are based on flight in a stationary
air mass. The effects of constant components of wind are considered in a sub-
sequent section. The initial heading angle and path velocity (in the absence of wind)
are designated g1aq , va q =vas.
The time required fur the aircraft to roll from level flight to O aq degrees
limited by Eq (6.5-1) is designated Taga. Knowledge of T aqa pern^`ts the para-
meters associated with the terminal portion of the flight to be gene ated. These para-
meters yaga l R aga' 6I/J aq, Caq and Ir aq may be computed a priori and stored for later
use.
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' Taga
1
' t	 gtan¢
o oaq	 J	 v	 dt (6.5-2)aq
0
Taqa
yaga	 r	 f	 vaq sin	 dt (6.5-3)
0
T
aqa
xaga	 1	 vaq cos ip dt0 (6. 5-4)
1 yaga=	 tanaq	 ^x	
J (6.5-5)
aqa
x
_	 a
C aq	 (acos
aq (6.5-6)
2
v
Raq	 g tan ¢ (6. 5-7)aq
where
b Oaq is the change in heading angle which results when the aircraft rollsfrom banked flight (¢ _ 
-¢a9 ) to level flight (¢ = 0) at a desired roll
rate ¢ d 
= Oaq .
R aq is the radius of curvature of the flight path when 10 1 	 = Oaq .
The other variables are defined in Fig. 6. 5 -1. 	 The other switching boundaries may
then be computed.
yagb = R aq	 cos ( 6 Oaq)- cos (Viaq + S Oaq)] sgn (yi) +,yaga ( 6.5 - 8)
xagb = -R aq	 sin (6r/, aq ) - sin (0 aq+ d Oaq )] + xaga (6.5-9)
yaq	 = -C aq sin (vaq + a aq ) + y aqb (6.5-10)
i xagc = -C aqcos (;P aq + a aq) +x aqb (6. 5-11)
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The time required to complete the acquisition maneuver is then:
Taq 2Taga +'oaq
+ 26 
ikaq 
I R aq
v q
a
(6.5-12
It is apparent from-Egs (6. 5-3)and (6. 5-10) that the switching boundaries may be
expressed in terms of two parameters v aq , Oaq . The first variable v aq is normally
a constant so that the switching curves may be represented in two dimensions.
The point rf intersection and the altitude of intersection with the ILS glide
slope center line may now be computed:
(y-yad
xaq = x - xagc
	 ta,n ii
,q	 (6.5-13)
haq = -a g  xaq
	
(6.5-14)
where
a gs is the inclination of the glide-slope center line relative to the horizon-
tal (radians).
xaq is th•- point on the x geographic axis where the acquisition maneuver
is completed W.
haq is the altitude of the glide-slope beam at x = xaq (ft).
The modifications required to compensate for the effects of a constant wind are now
investigated.
6.6	 Compensation for a Constant Wind
The effects of steady components of wind produce significant changes in the
flight path of a vehicle with respect to an earth-fixed reference frame. The avail-
ability of on-board inertial data permits the components of wind to be estimated to
within a few knots. The components of wind velocity are obtained using the inertial
system velocity information and the airspeed vas'
w 
	 xi - vas cos 0 cos	 (G.6-1)
w 	 yi - vas cos 0 sin	
(6.6-2)
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where
w  is the component of wind parallel to the runway (ft/sec).
w  is the component of wind perpendicular to the runway (ft/sec).
vas is the magnitude of aircraft's velocity relative to the air mass (ft/sec).
xi
 is the x component of inertially-measured velocity (ft/sec).
yi
 is the y component of inerti ally- measured velocity (ft/sec).
The heading giaq
 and velocity v aq in the absence of wind are then computed:
Oaq	 tan - 1 [(ye
 - wy)/(Xe
 - wxJ _ Ob	l6. 6-3)
v aq	 vas	 (6.6-4)
where ipb is the orientat,$'on of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft relative to the
runway center line. Once 0 
a
 and ;=aq are known, the switching boundary y agc may
be computed using the material in Section 6. 4. The boundary must be modified to
ccount for the drift of the aircraft perpendicular to the runway that is due to wy.
yagc	 yagc	 wy T aq	 (6.6-5)	 +
The point at which the vehicle acquired the beam is also modified:
Xaq = xaq + w  Taq	 (6.6-6)
6.7	 Acquisition Control System Synthesis
A. schematic diagram of the acquisition control system is shown in Fig.
6. 7-1. The reference trajectory y  is generated by a model of the lateral vehicle
char act eristi,c, s. The nonlinear trajectory generator NTG m provides a. dynamic
model which sdrnulates the vehicle roll response subject to the constraints:
	
Oml 
s O
aq `:'- Om.ax	 (6.7-1)
v aq	 Amax	 (6.7-2)
1 0 ml	 Oaq	 O max	 (6.7-3)
The limitations un model resporse permit the vehicle to correct errors introduced
by model inaccuracies and environmental disturbances. The input to the roll tra-
i
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jectory genera +or is a control based on the time-optimal derivation presented in
Section 6. 5. The time Taqa is redefined to equal the time required for NTG m to
roll from 0m s 0 to 4m = O aq - 60aq where 6 0 aq is approximately 0.5 degrees.
The parameters associated with a quasi-time-optimal control are then computed
using Eqs (6 . 5-2) to (6.5-14). The effects of wind are taken into account as in-
dicated in Section 6.6. The equations of the vehicle model are chosen so that:
g tan 0
p
ym = V  sin ipm + w 	 (6. 7-5)
with the initial conditions:
Ym s Yes (t0 )	 (6.7-6)
rpm 
s J/(t0 )	 (6.7-7)
where
t0 is the time at which acquisition is initiated.
Yes is the best estimate of the position of the aircraft at t = t0.
If an input of the form:
00 = 0	 1 3es l 	 IYagcl
	
(6.7-8)
NJ < Yagc
00 = - aq sgn (Yes)	 (6.7-9)
1I'm^ ' atpaq
00 = 0	 10 ml < bgiaq	 (6.7-10)
is applied to NTGm , it is apparent that the trajectory of the model will be a quasi-
time-optimal trajectory similar to that shown in Fig. 6. 5-1. The aircraft is forced
to follow this trajectory by constructing the commanded roll angle ^c in the form:
s
Oc = ¢► m + K.Y (Ym - Y a ) + Ky(ym - yi ) + K  (ym -
 T a 
s + 1 yi ) +Ky90	 (6.7-11)
where t
ft dt0
Ya	 Yes (6.7-12)
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As a result of the manner in which the model trajectory is generated, the actual
path of the aircraft will correspond to the model trajectory with a high degree of
precision.
The parameters associated with the acquisition control system are defined
in Table; 6. 7-1.
	
6.8
	
Termination of the Acquisition Maneuver
At the end of the control sequence described in Section 6. 5 the aircraft will
be in a level flight on a straight path essentially parallel to the ILS localizes center.
The n' ajor contribution to the distance between the path and the localizer is the
error in the initial estimate y es of y. At the terr-M.nation of acquisition improved
estimates of lateral position will be available from the algorithms described in
Chapter 3. This information is utilized by transferring to a linear control mode
using the system described in Section 5.8. The initial conditions of the trajectory
generator NTGy are set to:
AYd = y	 (6.8-1)
yd = y	 (6.8-2)
to reflect the availability of mere precise data. Lateral vehicle control is main-
tained by this linear system until the terminal maneuvers, DECRAB and FLAREOCT
are initiated.
	
6.9	 Acquisition Control System Responses
The response characteristics of the acquisition system are illustrated
in Fig.(6. c4 -1). A family of responses corresponding to various values of initial
heading angle appear in Fig.(6. 9-2). The effects of a lateral wind component are
illustrated in Fig.(6. 0
-3). These trajectories demonstrate the ability of the vehicle
to follow the desired path precisely. Control system adaptation to modifications in
heading angle and lateral wind is also illustrated.
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Table 6.7-1 Acquisition Control System Parameters
GAINS
Ky, Ky, Ky;, Ky , K iy Lateral po,ition control see Table 5. 8-1
system gains
CONSTANTS
T a lateral acceleration filter see Table 5.8-1
time constant
SATURATION LIMITS	 IMPOSED BY NTG	 IMPOSED BY NTG m
30.000 deg 20.000 deg
10. 000 deg/sec 7. 500	 deg/sec
10.000 deg/sec 7.500	 deg/sec
NTG PARAMETERS
wm Model NTG
natural frequency 8.660 rad/sec
m Model NTG
damping ratio 4.330
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0
- 50 0
 0
0
46 seconds
LINEAR	 ACQUISITION	 LINEAR
CONTROL	 MANEUVER	 CONTROL
2500
ft
0
2500
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0
y 
e^
y
Fig. 6. 9-1 Typical acquisition control system response showing the reference
trajectory ym , the actual path y and the roll angle 0 . (tea = 450).
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CHAPTER 7
TERMINAL MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEMS
	
7.1	 Introduction
The final phase of an automatic landing requires the solution of a number of
interesting control problems. During the terminal phase the aircraft must reduce
its vertical component of velocity from a nominal value of 10 ft/ sec. to approximately
2. 5 ft/ sec. The velocity change ensures a landing velocity low enough to avoid
structural damage or passenger discomfort while still providing a firm touchdown.
Coincident with the above maneuver, the aircraft must align its longitudinal axis
and its ground-referenced velocity vector as closely as possible with the center line
of the runway. Two preliminary controi system designs which are capable of
achieving the above goals will now be described in detail.
	
7.2	 Flareout Control
An important s.spect Gf the control problem during the final phases of landing
is flareout. The flareout maneuver is characterized by a departure from the glide-
slope plane which defines the vertical flight path after termination of ACQUISITION,
and by a reduction in vertical velocity from the value required to track the glide
slope (10 ft/ se(, ) to the nominal touchdown velocity (2. 0 - 2. 5 ft/ sec).
The problem stands apart frorn the previous discussion as a result of the
emphasis which m^-yt be placed on precise velocity rather than precise position con-
trol. To meet the touchdown velocity goal the primary loop is closed on vertical
velocity. A secondary closure on acceleration is introduced to provide essential
damping and improved velocity profile control. The velocity and acceleration loop
gains are th- same as those obtained in the section on vertical control system
design. The flareout trajectory generator is a simple modification of the vertical
profile generator. The complete system is delineated in Fig. 7. 2-1. The structure
is similar to that of the vertical control system. It will be noted that the trajectory
generation technique is different; there is no loop closure on vertical position, and
a proportional plus integral compensator with a gain equal to Kiz
G = _	 iz	 (7.2-1)iz	 s
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has been introduced in the velocity control loop. The compensator provides a
residual component of d o
 wh9ch is required 'to maintain a zero quiescent velocity
error.
The limitations on elevator range and actuation rate define corresponding
limits on pitch acceleration and acceleration rate as discussed in Section 2. 3. The
effector limitations also impose limits on vertical acceleration and acceleration
rate. A satisfactory flare velocity profile must be obtained within the imposed kine-
matic limits. In addition, the trajectory must be tailored to ensure p ssenger
comfort, which implied a low vertical acceleration. The equations of the selected
trajectory have the form
zf
	zd > zf	h < h 
z 	 =	 (7.2-2)
0	 id s z f	h < h 
z (t-t)2
 +2z
z d
 =	
d	 f2	 f	 (7.2-3)
whe re
h  = -z f is the altitude at which flare is initiated.
z f = the desired vertical component of velocity at touchdown.
t f = the time at which flare is initiated.
The time of initiation of the flareout maneuver^ can be determined by using
the vehicle radio altitude. This method provides an accurate initiation although
verticai errors of several feet are common. A small error in altitude results in a
touchdown error given by the relationship
e
etd , x ra	 (7.2-4)
zf
whe re
etd is the longitudinal position error (feet).
e ra is the radio altitude error (feet).
x is the ground velocity along the runway (ft/sec).
z f is the desired vertical velocity at touchdown (ft/ sec).
Additional error results from the effect of atmospheric disturbances close to
the ground, although these effects are: minimized by the magnitude of the vehicle
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mass and the quality of the control syster.-i.
iesponses of a typical maneuver are illustrated in Fig. 7. 2-2. The para-
meters associated with the responses shown are
hf
 = 100 ft
	
(7.2-5)
z  - 2 ft/sec t 	(7.2-6)
Some appreciation of the scale associated with the flareout maneuver may be
obtained from Fig. 7. 2-3 where attitude is plotted against distance along the runway
center line.
7.3	 Decrab Control
If a constant component of xvind w  exists perpendicular to the runway the
approach along the glide-slope center line is executed with the aircraft crabbed into
the wind so that its net ground velocity perpendicular to the localizer center line is
zero. The required crab angle IP c at any instant in time t  is given by
w
0c --tan -1 :y	 (7. 3-1)
x
In order to minimize undercarriage stress, it is important to place the air-
craft on the runway with its velocity vector parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
aircraft. The velocity vector should also be aligned with the runway center line to
reduce runoff. To effect the required condition the aerodynamic properties of the
vehicle are utilized. The lateral component of velocity may be written
y ^ V  sin ( j - 0) cos 6	 (7. 3-2)
Thus if 0 is equal to 0 the lateral velocity is zero. This condition may be achieved
for a short time by yawing the aircraft very rapidly as shown in Fig. 7. 10-2. Thus
if the crabbed aircraft is rapidly rotated through an angle 0c the velocity is
y	 v  sin (^c - ^3) cos 6
v  sin Oc - O c ) cos 0
0	 (7. 3-3)
7.4
	
Linear Analysis of a Decrab Control System
The touchdown conditions specified are achieved by controlling the aircraft
heading ►G while maintaining a zero roll angle. The primary control is the rudder
deflection 6 r. The transfer function relating heading rate r to rudder deflection Sr
is shown in Fig. 7. 4-1. Deflection of the rudder produces a side force on the
vertical stabilizer generating a moment about the z-axis. As heading rate increases 	 .
15t
0	
	 20 secs
Fig. 7. 2-2 Flareout control system response (h f = 100 ft),
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rin response to this moment the effective force produced by the rudder decreases,
eventually approaching zero for a fixed rudder deflection. Thus at high frequencies
the rate r is proportional to the integral of the rudder deflection, while at low
frequencies it is proportional to the derivative of rudder deflection.
The rudder effector is modeled by a simple first-order transfer function with
a 0. 05 second time constant. The linearized system is shown in Fig. 7. 4-2
where
0 	 is a desired heading angle (radians).
KVI, and Kr are adjustable gains.
Trud is the time constant associated with the simple first order n,odel
of the rudder actuator.
A loop closed on ^, satisfies the primary orientation requirement, while a
second loop closed on rate r ensures satisfactory damping characteristics. The
open and closed-loop transfer functions and linear step responses are shown in
Figs. 7.4-3, 7.4-4 and 7.4-5.
7. 5	 Nonlinear Considerations for Decrab Control
As in the case of lateral and longitudinal control, it is important to consider
the effects of magnitude and rate limitations on rudder deflection. These limita-
tions are reflected in corresponding restrictions on maximum yaw acceleration and
acceleration rate. It is desirable to operate the madder as close to saturation as
possible to achieve the fastest yaw response characteristics. The current design
achieves this goal by utilizing a nonlinear trajectory generator (NI TG0) to control the	 -
heading rate and position. The trajectory generator is characterized by somewhat
faster response characteristics than the vehicle-control system combination alone.
This is an important point since it leads to a fast heading response without the high
gains which would normally be required to achieve a high rate of response, thus
avoiding sensor noise and stability problems.
7.6	 Compensation for Steady-State Errors
As a result of the character of the transfer function relating 0 to 6 r, a
constant value of rudder deflection is required to maintain a sideslip angle 	 The
rudder deflection may be written in the form
6  = -C do	 (7.6-1)
where C  is a constant. Assuming that 0 = -0 C , it is apparent that
S r = Cd0c	 (7.6-2)
at touchdown. The component of rudder deflection, Eq (7.6-2), is primarily
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supplied by an errer in heading angle
Cd ^ ce.	
K0	
(7.6-3)
The heading error is eliminated by introducing a proportional plus integral
compensator with gain Kio
s +KidGib =	 s	 (7.6-4)
as shown in Fig. 7. 10-1, and the reference input
	
6  = Cd+) c
	(7.6-5)
Thp proportional plus integral compensator compensates for errors in Eq (7. 6-2).
	
7. 7	 Beading Rate Feedforward Compensation
Precise heading rate control is achieved by comparing the actual I' -ading
rate r with the velocit3 ;, output from NTG (P . The final control law has the form
:^ ^ K
6 r = KO si^ (0d - 0) + K^ (^d 	Cdoc	(7.7-1)
	7.3
	 Yaw-Roll Tae coupling
The yawing DECRAB maneuver introducer perturbations in the roll equation
which will lead to an unacceptable roll angle if appropriate corrective measures are
not taken. The slow response of the roll system does not permit compensation by
roll feedback alone, and feedforward compensation techniques must be adopted. The
relevant. terms n the roll vehicle equation are
Cpp	 rpQ + Cprr + Cp b b r + Cp b ba 	(7.8-1)r	 a
where
CXV	 is a constant relating variable x to variable y.
C6 	is a constant.
Zero roll rate is achieved by manipulating the ailerons so that
(aa)d = Cp8 (CpPp + Cprr + Cp 6rb r)	 (7.8 - 2)
a
The. sideslip angle R is not, in general, available from instrumentation. However,
during the decrab maneuver
	
^c -	 (7.8-3)
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so that Eq (7. 8-2) may be written
(ba)d = C b (CPg (0c - 4)) + Cprr + Cpbrbr)p a (7.8-4)
The lateral stablility augmentation system of the ILS is designed to achieve
turn coordinatio t , by drivingAto zero. This action is undesirable during decrab and
is avoided by disabling the lateral SAS. Roll angle control is still desirable and is
achieved by constructing the aileron command directly.
	
(6 
a)  _ -K00 - K^O	 (7.8-5)
The total aileron command is , generated by summing Eqs (7. 8-4) and ( 7. 8-5)
	
6  = (6a ) 0 + (6a)d	 (7.8-6)
e
7. 9 Decrab Control System Configuration
A complete decrab control system is shown in Fig. 7. 9 -1, and the para-
meters are defined in Table 7. 9 -1 . The nonlinear trajectory generator is
described in detail in Section 4. 3, while a typical Decrab response is shown in
Fig. 7.9-2.
Table 7. 9 -1 Decrab Control System Parameters
GAINS 4
K 1 Heading position gain 7.900
K^ Heading rate gain 15. 800 sec
K ,ompensator gain 0. 500
K^ Roll angle gain 1.000
K^ Roll-rate gain 2. 000 sec
CONSTANTS
cd 1.000
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CHAPTER 8
VEHICLE EQUATIOPUa OF MOTION
8.1
	 Summary
In this chapter, the general equations of unsteady motion of the aircraft are
initially preserved without derivation. Partial linearization is then made as appro-
priate to the proposed simulation. The final Set of vehicle equation: as mechanized
in the digital simulation appear in Section 8. 5.
The evaluation of the aerodynamic forces and moments is presented in
Section 8. 4. It is based upon aerodynamic information which appears in Appendix E
and was supplied by the Boeing Aircraft Company and the FAA.
8.2	 Introduction
The aerodynamic information for the SST that has been made available by
Boeing and the FAA is in classical stability derivative form with derivatives calcu-
lated, measured or contrived for one particular airspeed. Classical aircraft sta-
bility investigations are generally concerned with the response of an aircraft to con-
trol displacements or aerodynamic disturbances at di3crete points in the flight veloc- 	 I
ity spectrum. There is generally no concern with gross uniform motion of the at-
mosphere rather, only aircraft response to gusts. In any event, there is no need to
keep accurate track of the aircraft with respect to inertial space and usually no need
to consider airspeed changes greater than a small perturbation from the reference
state. For such analyses the use of linear aerodynamic coefficients such as the sta-
bility derivatives is well established.
Dynamic simulation of the aircraft in the approach must consider flight
through an unsteady atmosphere - unsteady because of wind gradients, wind gusts
and turbulence. The aircraft velocity control system holds the airspeed essentially
constan`, except where a programmed speed change is called for during the flare,
for example, when the airspeed is reduced from the nominal approach speed of 1. 3 s
to 1. 2 s at touchdown. To hold airspeed may require a significant inertial increment
in response to a significant component of aerodynamic noise, where here significant
is meant to indicate a value somewhat above that normally considered to be a "small
perturbation." The important point is that the airspeed perturbation (the sum of the
inertial velocity increment and the aerodynamic noise velocity increment) remains
small, so that the use of the linear aerodynamic coefficients (calculated at 3.^7e
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nominal approach speed) is justified provided, of course, that the aerodynamic force;
do not change very rapidly for any reason,
•
	
	
There are situations during the approach and landing where it may be neces-
sary to consider the effect of a significant change in airspeed. Correction on the
glide-slope to the nominal approach speed and the progressive speed reduction dur-
ing the flare, are examples. Further, at high lift coefficients and particularly near
the ground plane, the aerodynamics is nonlinear. The method of handling the aero-
dynamics in these cases is to include higher order terms in the aerodynamic model.
In Appendix F an extension of the linear aerodynamic model has been made
to include second-order terms. Those finite second partial derivatives arising as
a result of a significant change in airspeed are then derived as an extrapolation of
the available aerodynamic information,
8. 3	 The Aircraft Nonlinear Equations of Motion
The general nonlinear equations of motion with respect to a set of axes fixed
in the aircraft have been derived often in the literature, for example in ref (6 ),
and consequently are presented here without derivation. They are as follows:
LIFT Z + mg cos 0 cos 0 = m(W + PV - QU) (a)
DRAG X - mg sin a- - m(LT + QV4' - RV) (b)
SIDE FORCE Y + mg cos S sin 0 = m(V + RU - P IK) (c)
PITCH M = BQ + RP (A - C) + E (P 2 - R 2 ) (d)
ROLL L = AP - ER + QR(C - B) - EPQ (e)
YAW N =-EP + CR + PQ(B - A) + EQR (f )
EULER ANGLE RATE EQUATIONS
= Q cos 4^ - R sin	 (g)
= P+ Q sin 4) tan 3+ R cos O tan S 	 (h)
iji = (Q sin (D + R cos 4)) sec S	 (i)
TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS
yA = U cos 3 sin* +V(sin4) sin 9 sin*+ cosh cos *)
+ W(cosc) sin- sin* - sin(b cos	 (j)
k = U cos acosW+ V(sinO sin 8 cos* - cos 0sin -i)
+ W(cos (D shoo cos* + sin0 sin`p)	 (k)
zA = -U sin -+ V sink coso+ Wcos4)cosB 	 (1)
(8-3-1)
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4The aircraft velocity vector, whose components along aircraft axes are U,
V, W in the above equations, is with respect to an unaccelerated '4et of reference
axes fixed in an air mass moving with the initial wind velocity component-- Z . The tra-
jectory equations are also with respect to this set of axes.
The Euler angle set, defining the orientation of t he aircraft, i- -.ho%%, n in
Fig. 8. 3-1. The axes Ox 
I' Y1' 'i are parallel to the above set of reference axes.
Changes in the time-dependent variables from some reference state are now
introduced, so that
UW = U 0 + u W
V(t) = v 0 + VW
W (t) = W 0 + 11%,W
P(t) = p0
 
+ p(t)
Q(t) 
= q0
 
+ q (t)
R (t) = r0
 
+ r W
and
S (t) = 0
0 + () (t)
0 W = Q0 + c W
* W = o^ + ^ M
The aerodynamic forces and n-iornents (including thrust components) are
'X(t)  = 'X + AX
Y (0= Y0 + 11Y
ZW = z 0 +AZ
L(t) = L + AL
N-1  W = 341 0+ AM
NW = N0 +  AN
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^^	 l
1'lte effective aerodynamic perturbations should each be considered to be the'
sum of the component due to the rigid body response of the aircraft and the aerodyna-
mic noise component so that, for example;
u(t) s u i (t) + un(t)
v(t) = v i (t) + vn(t)	 ,etc.
where un , vn ,	 are either known, assumed or calculated functions of time,
and the ui , v i components represent the rigid-body responses of the vehicle whose
values are determined from the vehicle equations of motion.
The effective aerodynamic perturbd^ion quantities and their derivatives
must necessarily be small for valid use of the linear aerod^mamic model. This
will be so fcr the major part of the simulation. When an airspeed change rather
larger than the usual small perturbation must be considerQd, then the higher-order
aerodyr^amfcs must be included. An example of the latter is investigation of longi-
tudinal response to an airspeed change on the glide slope and during the flare.
Initial Reference State
The initial reference state is restricted to an unaccelerated atmosphere,
defining Vo ^ 0, The use of a stability axis coincident with the initial aircraft veloc-
ity vector defines Wo• 0, and Uo is then the initial airspeed, vp . The initial steady
state and disturbed positions of the stability axes are shown in Fig, l3, 3- 2.
Roll, Pitch and 'Yaw	 =
The initial values of roll, pitch and yaw rate are assur:.ed zero. ,
po• qo , ro = 0
Aircraft Initial Attitude
The initial value of roil angle is assumed zero, while initial values of pitch
attitude and azimuth may be nonzero.
^o = 0;	 ^, ^ o nonzero
There are no further restrictiUns on the size of p, ^A, or ^ ,.
^,,,
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F:x^ansic^rr of the k:quations of I^1ot:on
The perturbed quantitie:^ 3a^e tiu}astit^atec! into the equations of m^tic^rl tcj give:
LIFT ?,o + O7. + mg co:, ;, cosh = na^w } + p^v i -g i^tl (a)
DRAG Xo+ DX - nag ^;in	 rtjC^ai + g i µ' i -r iv,
!^J
(b)
SIi)1^: F(^RC'T: Yo + DY + mg eos ^ sinm = rn
•
Cv i + r ii;o + r iu i - p iw l^ (c)
PITCII i410 + p;^1 = Iig i
 + r ip i (A - C) + ^: (p? - r) (d)
RC)I,L Lo + ^I. = A ^ i	- I^;r i +	 g i r i (C' -	 H) - p l q .} I^: (e)
Y AVI,' No t !^N = - El i + C;:;^	 + p ig i (Ii - A) + g ir i ty (f)j
(8, 3- L)
ThE reference flight condition is extracted by setting the perturbation quan-
tities equal to zero:
?,o + mg cos 90 : 0
Xo - mg sin o = 0
Yo = 0
M o = 0
L_ = 0
N 0v
Substitution for the reference forces dnd moments in ;^'q 8. 3-2 and neglect
of second-order terms gives:
LIFT	 - mg cos AoCl -sec o ::cis ^ cc^+s ¢^+ OZ = m(w^i+ pivi - giC'o-giu^(a)
DRAG	 - mg cos o rsecAo sin ^ -tan A^ + OX = mCu i - r i v;^ 	 (b)
SIDE FORCE	 ^Y + mg cos ; sirs ^ = m Cvi + r i Uo + r iu^	 (;.)
FITCH
	 ,^M = Rqi	(d)
ROLL	 [^ L = Api - Eri	(e)
YAW	 ON = -Epi + Cri	(f)
(8. 3-3)
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S. 4
	 The Aerodynamic Forces and Mo^,nents
A general fore:e or moment change about the reference flight condition is repre-
sented by a Taytor series expansion:
O Force (or Moment) = g'x+ 1/2 x' Ax +higher-order terms
where g is the vector of first-order partial derivatives (the stability derivatives)
and A is the matrix of second-order derivatives. The vecto.; x represents the
perturbation quantities and the aircraft control deflectio^rs.
For the mayor part of the simulation, the second•and higher-order terms
may be neglected.
Investigation of aircraft response to a significant airspeed change along the
glide slope or during the flare requires inclusion of the second-order term. In this
case the only component of the state that exceeds the small perturbation limitation
is the airspeed. This means tl^ at the matrix A need have finite elements only for
those c'erivatives with respect to the velocity component along the flight path.
All derivatives with respect to acceleration quantities have been omitted ex-
cept some with respect to a. The terms omitted are either negligibly small or
zero,
The derivatives associated with changes dice to ground effect, viz.
Xh , Zh , Mh, ^Mlc^ 
h
are discontinuous functions, zero above a specific height, finite and constant below
that height.
Force and Moment Changes Due to a Change in Thrust
The aircraft is assumed to have a velocity control system that holds the air-
speed essentially constant or drives the airspeed according to some predetermined
program as, for exarr^ple, during the flare maneuver, The controller will generate
a delta thrust which will result in force and moment changes. These terms have
been included with the aerodynamic force and moment perturbation terms to give a
total delta force or moment.
The Linear, Quasi-Steady Aerodynamic Model
The first term of the Taylor series expansion, constituting the linear aero- 	 '
dynamic model, is now further expanded.
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For the lift, drag and pitching moment equations, the x vector is given by:
x = { u, a , a , q, e' ae' bt' b sd' bc' ^T ' ^^h^{
and for the yz^w rncament, rolling moment and side force equations, the x vector is
given by;
:t = { ^ , p^ r, P, r, ^`a' b s' r' bt {
The g vector; ara given by:
LIFT	 g =^ u,Z a, Za Zq, Z b
	Zb	7.b 7, b	Z,b, sin aE, Zh)
e	 ae	 t	 sd	 c
DRAG	 g = {Xu , Xa , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Xg	0, cosy , Xh^
sd
SIDE FORCE g = ^YR , Yp , Yr , 0, 0, Yb , Yb Yb Yb
a	 s	 r	 t^
PITCH_ 	 g= ^M u , Ma , a, Q, Mb , Mb Mb , M b
 Mb , z ,(Nh+ ^Mlc^ h>^e	 ae	 t	 'sd	 c
ROLL	 g = ^ LR , Lp, L.r , 0, Lr, Lb ' L'b ' L'b	 Lb }
a	 s	 r^	 t
YAW	 g = { Na , Np. Nr , NP, 0, N b Nb N S' Nb
a	 s	 r	 t^
I
^	 where a = w /vp, R = v/vp and [Mlc^h - r^lc ^Kge^^h]
All the above derivatives are evalt!ated at the reference flight condition. The
nondimensional form of the derivatives in the above expressions are usually re-
ferred to as the "stability derivatives" in classical aircraft stability anal^^sis. A
listing of the stabil..ty derivatives represents the conventional characterization of
the aircraft aerc^.aynamics for some particular flight condition.
For the stability derivatives to appear explicitly in the equations of motion,
it is necessary to nondimensionalize the derivative terms.
Non-Dimensionalization of the Derivative Terms
Let the following non-dimensional coefficients be defined by:
^	 _ mµ	
.^S 1I^
-
,^	
-^	
^	
__il
Ai s "'A P S13
1B B3
pSl
iC = p S13
iE
p S1
t'^ =	 1
vp the non-dimensional ^:me
where 1 is the characteristic length;
cR
lift, drag and pitch equations, 1 = 2
yaw, roil and side force
equations,
	
1 = b2
and let
w.1
ai
 = v
	
,
P
vi
ai = vp
a - ^!n
n-vP
vn
an - vp
and recall that
mg cos Bo = -^ Lo= Lo , the initial aircra^t lift
and
mg sin Bo = (mg cos Bo ) tan 90 = Lo tan Bo
Introducing into Eg8.3 - 3 the expressions for the aerodynamic terms, in-
eluding the above relationships and newly defined variables, an? finally dividing the
force equations by 1 / 2pvPS and the moment. equations by pvpSl results in ±he fol-
lowing aircraft equations of motion in which the nondimensional stability derivatives
now appear explicitly.
a'^^.
w	 $'
a
EULER ANGLE RATE E;QUATIOI^iS
0 s qi cos ®- r i sink
^ ' p i + qi sink . tan ^ + r i
 cos• •tan 0
^ ^ (q i sin • + r i
 cos ^) sec p
TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS
xA ^ (vp + u i ) cos0 cosh + vP(3 i (sin® sin 0 cosh -cos®sin ^i)
+ vp( ai) [cos ^ sin 0 cos ^ + sinm sin ^ji^
yA = (vp + ui ) eos ^ sinYi + v pa i (sin• sin0 sin ^ +cos •cos ^y)
+ vp(ai ) [cosm sin 0 sine-jsin d^ cos^ji]
zA = - ( vp + u i) ; in 0 + vP(3i (sin^D cos ^) + v^(a i) [cosm cos p^
wk^ere
^ (t) _ ^o + ^ (t)
^	 ^Y(t) _ ^o + ^ (t)
^ (t) = o + e (t)
8. 6 Table of Coefficients
cR
Let a = 2vp
e =	 2b
P
1d =-
vp
^-1 ^L^
r.
,^........ .....5	 ^^ ^( .3
^
..	 . 
^r	 ^.	 .....	 kI	 ^	 W ^ ^'
•	 wd^•	 ,
^	 ^ ^^	 ^^ ^^	 ^^t;
•. :..._.....a......+.cs.u^rrtvowsur^.r'^arr..unu^s.ruc:.^aran^wu•.
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w
C Coeffici^snt C CoefRicient
20 m
1 - 2 µ 1 n . ad Oh	
,
2 [-CX	 -2C L tan o^ici 21
hge
G1hu	 o
3 - C X
a
22 C22
5 2µ1t	 a 23 C23
6 CyR 24
[C a - 2µ 1a
In
? [Cyr- ^ltJ a 25
-CZa
8 C	 e 26 ^^ 1n-Cz J a
Yp 4
9 C 27 [ 2C L - C Z J doLo u
l0 Cy 29 [-CZa Czb
b s e	 t
11 C
yb r
30 -CZ
bae
12 Cy 31
- OCR
b t nh
13 iBa2 32 C32
14 Cm d 33 iA: b2
u
15 Cm 34 Cla
a
16 Cm a 35 C 1 • e
ra
17 Cm a 37 iE. ^2
9
b e	 bt a
19 Cm 39 Clbb ae	 ^, s
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^:
C Coefficient C	 Coefficient
40	 C 1
b t
55 Cm be
41	 C1 64
-2µ1t e
br
42	 iCb2 65 -2µlted
43	 Cn 66 2µ1t ^
F^
44	 Cn a 67
-2µlnad
P
45	 iEe2 69 -cos aE
•
46	 Cn	 a ?0
z
cR
r	 ,
47	 C 71 sin aEns
a
48	 Cn ?2 Cyr e
bs
49	 Cn
b r
73 ^P
µ
50	 Cn
bt
51	
- Cx
'^sd
52	
^ Cz
^sd
53	 - Cza
c
54	 Crn
asd
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K Coefficient K Coefficient
1 [-Cx -2C L tan ©o ) d. 11 - Cz a
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2 -Cx 12 [2CL ^ Cz jd
a ^^	 u
3
13
Cyr
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4 Cy e 14 Cl
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u r
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9 Cm a ? '` Cn e
q r
10 -C za
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Notes on Sections 8. 5 and 8.6
1. Auxiliary elevator and tip (elevon) control. ^nglds do not appear explicitly
in the equations for longitudinal response because they have'the same
magnitude as the primary elevator angle, and all three work in unison for
longitudinal control. The associated stability derivatives are consequently
combined, except for that of the auxiliary elevator which must be handled
independently to account for its restriction to negative (up) angles.
2. The F^, F^'^, X^ are discontinuous functions operating on the ground ef- 	 i
fect terms.
3. Direct lift spoiler and canard terms are included, although they are not 	 ,
functional controls of the Phase II SST primarily studied in this report.	 ,
They are included so tl^^at the characteristics of later aircraf{ configura -
tions may be directly incorporated without simulation modific anon .
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4. The seconc;-order aerodynamic and noise terms are written separately,
as they are in the actual simulation. They may then be ignorPCi if not
required without unnecessarily coc7^plicating the computations.
5. Note that some coefficients, originally nurr,bered, have been subsequently
dropped and do not appear in the table of coefficients.
8, 7	 Atnu^:^pheric Noise
Atmospheric turbulence can be characterized by an exponential auto-
correlation function ¢, (T) with a characteristic constant, a, chosen to fit
the actual turbulence data. The associated spectral density is then given by:
^A(w) _ ^ J, ^ (T) C10S W? dT
O
let ^(T)= Q2P-ITIa
then	 ^ (w)= ^ a^ ^^ e- ^T^ a cos WT d T
0
_ 2 Q Z a	 1
^' ^ w^^
(8, 7 -1)
Now it is known that by "shaping" continuous white noise witi^ filters it is pc^ssil^le to ob-
tain acontinuous output with certain desired properties. In this case it is desired
to reproduce the above spectral density of atmospheric turbulence.
Let white noise be applied to a. low-pass filter having the transfer function
F(p) =	 1
p+a
let the ir. ut autocorrelati^n function be
^i (T) '= ^2 b (T )
then the power spectral density is
^i (W) = Q2
tar
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p = iw
1s 
2^ w 2 + a2 (s3. 7-2)
"'^
^,
the output power spectral density is
In c^omparir,g the above result with that obtained before for the power spectral
density of atmospheric turbulence, it is seen that
1, the filter time constant is related to the characteristic constant,
a, governing the exponential autocorre'sation function of the tur-
bulence and that
2, the magnitude of input white noise is related to both the intensity
a and characteristic constant of the turbulence.
So
v 2 ^ Q2
4a
Let the white noise be replaced by a tYme series T1 having a flat spectrurra over the
bandwidth of tree filter. Let the time series have
Y.	 uniform time intervals At.	 -
2,	 a constant value over each time interval.
3, uncorrelated random values in each time interval.
4.	 mean-square value v2.
Tt can be shown that
^(w1x v2 l^t
	 1w<<
^t2^r
then
v2G1t __ ^2
2 ^	 2^r
v2^ Q2 _ 4aa2
Gt tit
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2
m (S2) = 2 Q L	 1 ^. (8. ?-4)
a_>	 _E.	
^
the time series has
m (N) 0
sigma (N) = 4ac2
•	 ^t
Anew random number ^, is chosen every ®t seconds with
m (^) = 4
sigma ^w) = 1
then
I` = sigma (lti) ^
Taking N through the filter,
n =-na +N	 ($. 7-3)
'	 where a is the filter time constant.
Atmospheric Turt,^^lence Model
It was assumed that the atmospheric velocity field could be approximated as
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence and that the turbulent field was " frozen", that is,
the velocity varied from point to point in space but was constant in time.
The one-dimensional spectrum function for atmospheric turbulence, widely
accepted (see refs (6) and (21)), is given by
where
^2 = component wave number, ^ , rad ft -1
^ _ .:omponent wave length, ft
L = ^:Ytegral scale of the turbulence, ft
v = root mean square gust velocity, ft sec-1
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The characteristic constant assaciated with the turbulence is given by
v
a - L sec-1
and
^ = vpS2 rad sec "1
where vp is the aircraft airspeed.
Substituting for the various quantities in Eq 8. 7-4 returns
ZQ2a	 1®(^)_	 ,^ (8, ?-1)
Estimation of Turbulence Integral Scale Length and Intensity
At low levels, the turbulence resembles that in boundary layers adjacent to
rough surfaces and is strongly affected by the terrain. The scale and intensity are
a function of height above the ground and in general the field is neither homogeneous
nor isotropic. Etkin, in ref (21) reported on a number of measurements indicating
that the scale factor may be approximated by
L. = 0.9 h
up to 1000 ft altitude. Etkin, also in r^.f i21), gave asemi-empirical formula for
the ^^ariation of intensity with height and ground roughness under unstable meteoro-
logical conditions;
v = 0. 2 2 6 --^F
-log h
0
where
v = mean wind at height h
ho = characteristic roughness length
Typical values for ho are
low trees,
	
ho	 = 10 ft
crops,	 ho	 = 1 .^ t
water, snow field, he	 = 0. 1 ft
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I)c.^spite the f:+c^t that at law levr:ls th^a turbulence is neither truly ks©tropic
nar horxlc^geneous, :such a r^a,^^r.^^;l i^ prokaably thc: only acceptable ane to use at the
moment. It will, in any ca^:^, r^ € ^ ►ore realistic than a discrete gust rz^c^clel,
Generation cif th^^ Aerodynamic ltioise
The t!u• ee gust velocity camponenks are uncorrelated inputs but each assumed
to have the sr^n ► e power spectrurz ► giver ► by 1^.• q 8. ?-4 , They arQ concurrently qen-
eratPd by entc^r • ing the randc;m numbe r :series ^ at different starting points.
Moth thc: turbulen;^e intensitti • ..<f its characteristic constant are functions of
altitude anck So continually change as the aircraft descends down the glide slope,
I.et the uncorrelated velocity co:r ► ponent noise outputs of the bhaping filters
be given by
nl, n Z , n3
and let there be one additional function, n4,
Then the aerodynamic noise is given by
and there is correlation between
un	 nl
a n = n2 /vp
^3 n = n ' / vpJ
an
^2/vP
^n ^ -n2/vP
rn =	
n3/vP
Pn =	
n4/vP
an and ^n
^'` and rn
a and an n
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The treatment is restricted to the range of gust wavel p ngi,hs for which the
influence of the gust gradients is adequately ac,ountecl for by the use of equivalent
rates of pitch, roll and yaw. That is, the w:^velength is such that the gust gradient
is eGsentially constant over a characteristic le ;gth of the aircraft. So the response
to only p?rt of the spectrum of atmospheric turbulence can be calculated by this
method. In Fig. 8. 7-1 the ^ ssumed turbulence spectrum has been plotted; then the
portion of the spectrum omitted is to the right of the dotted line. This can be seen
by admitting the smallest wavelength to be
^. = 81
where 1 is a characteristic length of the aircraft.
Let	 1 .,: l _ ^ ft.
^. = 960 ft.
^ _ ^^ _ .0066
0.0001	 0.001
	 0.01
	 0.1
S^ rad ft - 1
Fig. 8.7-1 ^'ower spectral density for atmospheric turbulence.
^^
,.	 ^' '!^	
-
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The tine c:onstanl: cif a linear filter designed to attenuate the smaller wave-
lengths is then given approximately by
1	 1
= w = ^`
0.63 sec.
The portion of the spectrum omitted is small and Etkin in refs (`) and (21
indicates that its influence on the rigid aircraft response is negligible, He shows
that most of the effects of interest in the response of a rigid aircraft will be pre-
dieted with sufficient accuracy with the above approximation. The neglected portion
of the s pectrumn excites primarily the aircraft flexible .;.odes,
To generate the rolling moment noise it was assumed that there were no con-
tributions from u n and 3n (although in reality, there arei so that the total contri-
bution ^cas given by the spanwise variation of wn , that is, by 8^ , The additional
uncorY elated noise n^ was used to generate p	 y
r
n
VG'ind Gr.•adient
The wind gradient contribution to the aerodynamic noise is superimposed oxz
the turbulen:;e c^antributic^ns generated above. Only u n and an are involved.
.	 The wind gradient model preser ►tly assumed is a simple linear reduction from
the mean wind speed at 1000 feet to half that value at ground le •^-^a1. Amore realistic
parabolic reduction could easily be incorporated so as to be^5 ^,r simulate the stronger
-	 gradients close to the ground.
8.8	 Notation
X, Y, L 	components of the external aerodynamic force on the aircraa,
resolved along stability axes
M, L, N	 components of the external aerodynamic moment on the air-
craft, resolved along stability axes
As o , o, Zo	initial steady-state values of X, Y, 7.
^ o' o' o
	
initi^.l steady-state values of NI, L, N
DX, ^Y, aZ	 changes in X, Y, Z from the initial steady state
DM, DL, ON changes in M, L, N from the initial steady state
P, Q, R	 components of the aircrafs, angular velocity about the
stability axes.
po , q^ ro initial steady-state values of P, Q, R
p, q, r p arturbations in P, Q, R
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8, 8	 Notation (Copt)	 '
pi' yi' ''i	 components of effective aerodynamic perturbations in p, y, r
due to aircraft inertial response.
pn' yn' rn	components of effective aerodynamic perturbations in ^3, q, r
due to aerodynamic noise .
s	
aircraft stalling speed, ft /sec
U, V, V4'	 components of the aircraft velo p ity vector, with respect to
the unaccelerated reference frame, resolved along fixed
aircraft stability axes.
uo , vo , ^^^ o	initial steady-state values of U, V, W
u, v, ^^•	 perturbations in U, V, W
ui , vi , wi	components oi" effective aerodynamic perturbations in u, v, w
due to aircraft inertial response.
uri vn, wn	 components of effective aerodynamic Nerturbations in u, v, w
due to aerodynamic noise.
^►, ^	 F.uler angle set
80' ^'o' `^o
	
initial steady-state values of ^, m, ^
8, ¢ , ^	 perturbations in ^, •, ^
A, B, C	 rrioments of inertia about the x, y, z stability axes, slug-ft2
D	 product of inertia S yz dm, stability axes, slug ft^
E	 product of inertia J xz dm, stability axes, slug ft2
F	 product of inertia ^^ xy dm, stability axes, slug ft2
Ixx , Iyy , lZ2	 moments of inertia about the x, y, z aircraft body axes,
slug-ft2
Ixz	 product of inertia ^ xz dm, aircraft body axes, slug-ft2
xA , yA , zA
	aircraft displacez^ent wzti^ resp+act to the unaccelerated
frame of refer, £.?t`,^
m	 mass of the a^°;°^°.^.€t, al-cgs
g	 acceleration rzue to gravity
188
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8. 8	 Notation (Co pt )
I^1 1c
	pitching moment due to longitudinal control
K ge	 factor, multiplying the pitching moment due to longitudinal
control in ground effect
h	 height of the aircraft c, g, above the ground
e	 primary elevator control deflection angle, rad
b ae	 auxiliary elevator control deflection angle, rad
S t 	tip (elevon) ^.ontrol deflection and°le, rad
s	 spoiler control deflection angle, rad
S 
.d	 direct lift spoiler control deflection angle, rads
b e	 canard control deflection angle, rad '
b a	 aileron control deflection angle, rad
S `5^	 pilot's wheel control deflection angle, rad
Sr	 rudder control deflection angle, rad
DT	 change ^n thrust from the initial steady state
a	 angle between the t::rust line and aircraft longitudinalC
body axis
z E	 vertical displacement of thrust line from the aircraft c, g.
cR	 reference root chord, ft
b	 a^eference wing span, ft
S	 reference wing area, ft^
p	 air density, slugs ft-3
i
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
9. 1 Design Concepts and Performance Criteria
The preceding chapters ha^;e introduc e.°d and developed a compr^:hensive
approach to the design of an im^^aroved automatic landing system. The approach
has been based on the application of five new design concepts as follows:
1. Inertial stabilization of the aircraft con±rol system.
2. Inertial filtering of the ILS reference beams,
3. Nonlinear trajectory generation.
4. Command signal processing.
5,	 Generalized trajectory control.
and on the interaction of these concepts with
6. Open-loop gain maximization.
Items 1 and 2 are concerned with the introduction of new (inertially-measured)
information into the controi^ system. Items 3, 4 and 5 are nonlinear control
concepts designed to produce improved performance in 'the sense of the criteria
given below. Ite^n 6 i^, a design parameter having a critical effect upon
performance.
The ^,ene.ra! ^r.teria of performance that have been adopted are the
following:
1. Sei^^,itivity to environmental disturbances .
2. Accuracy of flight relative to a dESired'reference trajectory.
3. Control effector activity caused by noise.
4. Physical limitations imposed by the aircraft structure.
5. Human factors.
In this chapter some of the quantitative results of the design approach are
summarized.
9.2 Comparisions
To evaluate the quality of the new control systems that have been designed,
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a comprehensive set of digital simulations of the vehi^^le and control systems hay
been undertaken. The simulations encompassed:
1. A simplified aircraft as described in (:hapter 2,
2. A detailed model of the SST using information provided by the FAA and
the Boeing Company.
Comparisions of systems involving the introduction of inertial information
utilized the simplified model, Other comparisions utilized the SST model,
To provide an adequate basis for evaluation of the new control system
designs, a parallel study was mace to design control system configurations of
conventional type. An effort was made to optimize the conventional designs to
^i'OVLdE 3 fair comparison, A detailed description of the conventional system
designs appears in Appendix t'i,
9, 3 Reduction of ILS Beam Noise
1'he most serious source of noise in the automatic landing systems con- 	 ^
sidered in this study is ILS beam noise, Flu ivations of the localizer and glide-
slope center planes from their desired locations are thr : ^sult of reflections ,
from uneven i'ea^ures on the ground illuminated by the glide si.^pe and localizer
antennas. This problem is handled in conventional ..•ystems by mYrc:.ducing
simple lags into the signal path as discussed in Append; ^ A. While the ^ oise
level is satisfactorily reduced by the introduction of lags, undesirable effects on
tYie dynamic response characteristics of the vehicle are generated as well. In- 	 '
ertially-measured position and velocity are essentially free of high-frequency
noise; however, the accumulation of errors, especially in position, due to gyro
drift precludes the direct application of inertially-measured variables after a
flight of several hours. The inertially-stabilized system employs estimation
procedtii•es which utilize ILS data to correct errors in the position and velocity
pruvided by the inertial system. The correctE^d inertial data is applied to the
control system as refere:^ce information, Lagged acceleration is obtained by	 -
applying a suitable operator to the accelerometer outputs,
A comparison illustrating the effect of using corrected inertial data was
obtained for the lateral position control system, The vehicle response was
subject to an initial 400 ft lateral position error, ILS beam noise and initial
errors of the inertial system. The top curve in Fig, 9, 3- 1.^hows the roll control
variable for the simplified conventional system described in Chapter 2, The
lower curve illustrates roll for an in^;rtially-;;tabilized system, . A three-fold
reduction in peak roll is achieved using the improved information in spite of,the
fact .that the gains of the inertia?ly-stabilized system are considerably higher than
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Fig . 9 , 3 -1 The application of corrected inertial information reduces the effect of
ILS localizer beam be^^ding noise on the lateral control variable ^ .
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the convectional system gains. The lateral position trajectories corresponding
to the roll inputs shown in Fig. 9. 3- 1 are illustrated in Fig. 9.3-2 . Corrected
inertial stabilization leads to a smoother trajectory which improves passenger
comfort and pilot confidence.
9. 4 Increasing Open- Loop Gain
The application of inertial reference information allows the position and
velocity feedback gains to be increased. In addition, it is possible to close con-
trol loops on lateral and vertical acceleration which provide superior cancellation
of external disturbances. Tha gains for the conventional and inertially- stabilized
lateral and vertical position control systems are shown in Table 9 . 4-1. As a result
of the increase in gain and the closure of the acceleration loops, an improvement
in sensitivity to disturbances was obtained.
The primary disturbance input to the vehicle equations describing lateral
motion is the noise component of sideslip angle din . This variable is shown in
Fig. 9.4-1. Application of this signal, and the less important components of
noise, to the stabilized vehicle results in the velocity responses shown in
Fig. 9.4 - 2 and the position responses shown in Fig. 9.4-3. The new design reduces
the velocity excursions by a factor of approximately 2. The lateral position error,
which is caused by wind shear, is reduced by a. factor of 4 at 200 ft altitude. One
remarkable characteristic of the inertially- stabilizedsystem is a reduction in con-
trol variable amplitude. Roll-angle amplitude is reduced by a factor of approximate-
ly 3. This is surprising, as the reduction is coupled with an improvement in control
quality.
The most important disturbance input in the vertical plane is the noise
component in angle of attack, an. Application of this signal, the slideslip angle
^n in Fig. 9. 4-1 and the other components of noise result in the velocity re-
sponses shown in Fig. 9.4-5 and the vertical trajectories shown in Fig. 9.4-6.
Inertial stabilization reduces the vertical velocity range by approximately 0. 6.
A corresponding improvement is noted in vertical position error. Some im-
provement is also apparent in the amplitude of the control variable in Fig. 9. 4 - 7,
9. 5 Flight Trajectory Synthesis
The shape of the flight path in response to a desired alteration is an
important consideration When a controlled system is subject to saturation con-
straints imposed by effector limits, and/or human factors. Effentor saturation
should be avoided to minimize control sensitivity to disturbances as discussed in
Section 4. 3. Operation within the constraints dictated by human factors is
obviously an essential design goal.
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The trajectory followed by the conventional systerls described in Appendix
A is determined by the values of the adjustable velocity and position gains. A
worst- case approach was used to determine the set of gains which yield satisfac-
tory response throughout the normal operating range. The path followed by the
vehicle with the improved control system is relatively independent of the choice
of r,ositi6n, velocity and acceleration gains. The vehicle closely follows a
trajectory generated by the nonlinear trajectory generators (NTG y and NTGI),
thus permitting independent selection of gains and trajectory characteristics.
The trajectory design reflects the dynamic properties of the control system and
the limits imposed by the effector characteristics and Kaman factors.
A comparison between the linear response characteristics of the con-
ventional lateral position control system and the nonlinear responses of the
improved system is shown in Fig, 9. 5- 1. The maximum value of roll angle
during these responses is shown in Fig. 9, 5- 2. The limit imposed by passenger
comfort is exceeded when the conventional system responds to position errors
larger than 1000 ft. This problem is usually treated by limiting the ro? i- angle
command directly. This results in open-loop behavior whenever 0 c saturates.
The ability of the improved system to follow a desired trajectory is utilized to
improve the performance during the localizer acquisition phase of the landing.
During acquisition the aircraft must transfer from a linear path inclined re-
lative to the localizer reference plane to z trajectory in the plane. The con-
ventional system achieves this result by controlling the vehicle position relative
to the plane in a linear fashion. While beam acquisition is achieved, the values of
roll angle are quite large (up to 50 0 . The new acquisition control system based
on the theory of time-optimal control improves response characteristics, while
imposing the restriction (I0I < 30 0), as shown in Fig. 9. 5-3. The quasirtime-
optimal paths terminate on trajectories parallel to the localizer reference plane.
Coincidence is achieved by transferring to the normal lateral position control
mode discussed in Chapter 5.
9.6 Areas for Further Investigation
The preceding sections in Chapter 9 have presented some of the major
contributions embodied in the work completed to date. These results are still of
a preliminary nature and will undoubtedly be further refined before publication of
the final report. Further work is required in the following areas:
1. Integration of the inertia? system errors and the estimation process
with the complete SST model.
2. Vertical control system design improvement to achieve more precise
v-:rtical trajecto n, , . ^ontrol.
4
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aTable 9. 4-1 Lateral and Vertical Positi^jn Control System Gains for
the Comprehensive SST Simulation
i	 SYSTEM POSITION VE!,OCITY ACCELERATION ^ INTEGRAL.
GAIN GAIN GAIN COMPENSATOR
GAIN
deg/ft deg/ft!sec deg / ft/ sec t sec
LATERAL POSITION CONTROL SYSTEMS
CONVEN-
TIONAL
SYSTEM 0.0205 0. ' 10 0.005
INERTIALLY
STABILIZED
SYSTEM 0.051 0.510 1.02 I	 0.020
VERTICAL POSITION CONTROL SYSTEMS
CONVEN-
TIONAL
SYSTEM 0.041 0 . 205 0.005
INERTIALLY .
STABILIZED
SYSTEM 0.063 0.246 0.157 0.010
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Fig. 9.3-2 The reduction of angular noise in roll using updated inertial
data results in a smoother, more accurate lateral trajectory,
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3. Decrab trajectoey optimization to improve overall decrab performance.
4. Flareout control system refiesign to inc-orp-irate imprm,, , nient-; in the
,;ertieal control system.
It )., lout ei)ntrol system sitveloprnent.
6.	 Optimal landing abort control.
In addition to tea, above points which deal specifi(all • with landing prA,'.v — :, —,4ny
practical quiv ,;tiono m the arras of displays data processing, flight Zest plannm^:,
reliability and failure detection provide a wide scope for further investigations
in automatic landing alone. Ultimately, the work should be broadened to
encompass automatic takeoff, traffic pattern control and all the other flight
activities in the terminus area.
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APPENDIX A
A. 1
	 Introduction
The most common type of automatic landing system uses information derived
from the ILS localizer and glide-path receivers to provide the position error data
required for acquisition and flight along the reference line defined by the intersection
of the ILS localizer and glide-slope center planes. Conventional systems provide
essentially linear position control relative to this reference line. This appendix
describes lateral and vertical control system designs which are based on the
conventional approach.
A. 2	 Conventional Laterpl Position Control System
In the lateral channel the coupler output provides the reference input to the
roll autopilot. Roll angle serves as the lateral control variable, since the heading
rate ^ is roughly proportional to roll angle 0
e
If
and the lateral velocity y is proportional to heading angle relative to the path (in
the absence of a cross wind).
^ = vp sin V)	 (A. 2- 2)
where g is the gravitational constant anO vI., is the path velocity. A schematic diagram
of a conventional LATERAL control system is shown in Fig. A. 2- 1 where:
K 	 is an adjustable position feeduack gain.
Ky	 is an adjustable rate fee.,dback gain.
Kiy	 is the integral compensator gain.
T	 is the ILS Receiver Time Constant.r
Tv	 is the velocity lead network time constant.
dloc is the estimated distance to the localized antenna.
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1Position information relative to the localizer beam canter is obtair_;.^d by
multiplying the angular deviation (radians) provided by the localizer receiver by
the distance d loc, to the locali ,, er antenna. This position information is multiplied
by the gain Kyto close the position control loop.
The integral compensator operates on y to provide a roll command which
maintains the correct crab angle when the aircraft is operated in a varying cross
wind as well as correcting for any individual errors in trim.
The lead network generates a signal proportional to the rate of change of
lateral position y. This signal provides dynamicoresponse compensation as indicated
above. This compensation may be augmented by heading feedback due to C.0 relation
in Eq (A. 2- 2).
The open-loop transfer characteristics of the control system are shown in
Fig. A. 2- 2, which uses the linearized vehicle transfer functions in Appendix B,
the roll angle control sy atem in Section 5. 3 and the parameter values in Table A. 3- 1.
The closed-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. A. 2-3. A linearized response
appears in Fig. A. 2- 4.
A. 3
	
Conventional Vertical Position Control System
Vertical position control is achieved by applying the output of the vertical
coupler as a reference input to the pitch autopilot as shown in Fig. A. 3- 1
where
K 	 is an adjustable position feedback gain.
Kz	 is an adjustable velocity feedback gain.
K 12	 is an adjustable integral compensator gain.
T	 is the 1LS receiver time constant.
r
Tv	 is the velocity lead network line constant.
<'!gs	 is the estimated distance to the glide-slope antenna.
a gs	 is the angular deviation from the glide-path center.
z gs	 is the vertical coordinate of the glide-path center.
x	 is the distance to the glide-slope antenna.
is the vertical distance between the aircraft and the glide-path center.
The vertical component of velocity z is approximately proportional to the pitch 9.
z = -v p9
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The vertical distance between the aircraft and the glide-path center is obtained by
multiplying the angular deviation (radians) from the ILS glide-slope receiver by the
estimated distance to the glide-slope transmitter. This is then multiplied by a
gain K z to close the position loop.
The integral compensator provides the constant component of 0 which is
required for flight down an inclined path with zero position error as well as cor-
recting for trim. The velocity lead network provides a signal proportional to the
rate of change of vertical position for dynamic compensation.
The open-loop transfer function of the control system is shown in Fig. A. 3- 2
and is generated using the vehicle transfer function in Section C. 5, the pitch angle
control system in Section 5. 11 and the parameter values in Table A. 3- 1. The
closed-loop transfer function is shown in Fig. A.3-3, and the unit-step response of
the linear model appears in Fig. A. 3-4.
Table A. 3-1 Parameter Values for Conventional ILS Coupler
GAINS
K lateral position gain
0.0205 deg/ft
Ky lateral velocity gain 0.410 deg/ft/sec
K iy y intrgral compensator
gain 0. 005 sec
K vertical position gain 0.041 de;/ft
z
KZ vertical velocity gain 0. 205 deg/ft/sec
Kiz z integral compensator
gain 0. 005 sec
CONSTANTS
T ILS receiver time
r constant 0.40 secs
Tv velocity filter time
constant 1. 00 secs
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APPENDIX B
KALMAN FILTER THEORY
B. 1	 Introduction
This appendix contains an exposition of Kalman Filter Theory sufficient for
the application of the theory that is made in Chapter 3. The references on which the
following discussion is based are r€f8 (24) and (25) by Battin, Levine and Brock,
respectively.
The problem to be considered may be defined as follows:
A system state vector x satisfies the differential equation
x - f(t) x + n	 (B. 1-1)
where n is white noise. A vector z, accessible to measurement, is sampled
periodically. The vector z is related to x by
z r H(t) x + u	 (B. 1-2)
where u, the error of measurement, is uncorrelated from sample to sample.
At time t an estimate Al of x is assumed to be available. Following a
measurement of z at time t, an improved estimate x is computed. The estimation
process is designed so that the expectation of the sum of the squares of the estima-
tion errors of the state variables ELX - x) T(x - x)] is a minimum. The expectation
is assumed to be taken over an ensemble of systems characterized by the same
parameters as the actual system at hand.
B.2	 Derivation of the Estimation Equations
At time t an estimated state vector X' is available, and a measurement z
is made. Let z' be the best estimate of z prior to making the measurement. Then
Z' z H X'
	 (B.-1-3)
since u is unknown. It is assumed that an improved estimate x is given by
the linear relationship
(B. 1-4)
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where w is an appropriate weighting factor. Substitution of Eq (B. 1-3) into Eq (B. 1-4)
yields
Q , X' +w(z - H01)	 (B. 1- 5)
The estimation error is
e	 x - x	 (B. 1-6)
Q'+ w(z-HQ')-x
(x' - x) - wH(x' - x) + wu
= e' - wHe' + wu	 (B. t-7)
The covariance matrix E is defined as an expectation of the product eeT.
E = E(eeT )	 (B.1-8)
Note that E is a square matrix, whereas the quantity to be minimiz3d, E(e Te), is
a scalar equal to the trace of E.
The product ee T is
ee * e' e l T wHe'e' T - wue' T - e'e' T, HT,	 T wT +wHe'e'THTwT
(L. 1- 0)
wue' T,HT w T, + e'uT,uT - wHe' u T w T + wuuT w 
Since u is uncorrelated with either x or x'
E(ue' T) = E(e'uT ) = 0	 (B.1-10)
Let
(B. 1-11)E'(uuT) = R
Then
E = E' - wHE' - E'HTw T, + wHE'HTw T + wRwT
= E' - wHE' - (wHE') T + w(HE'HT + R)wT
The trace of this equation is
trE = tr EE' - 2wHE' + w(HE'H T + R) wA
(B. 1-12)
(B. 1-13)
Pupp-
The increment of trE is
-	 dtr E x tr C 26wHE' + 6w(HE'1I T
 + R) w  + w(HE'H T + R) dw,	 (B. 1-14)
Since E' and R are symmetric by definition
btr E = 2 trC-bwHE' + bw(HE'H T * R) w^
tr E will be stationary when btrE;z 0 for an arbitrary increment dw and this
condition is satisfied when
0 = HE' + (HE'HH T
 + R) w 
Therefore
w = E' HT(HE' HT ^ R)_ I
	
(B. 1-15)
and Eq (B. 1-5) becomes
x = x' + E'HT(HE'H T + R) -1 (z - Hx')	 (B.1-1F)
The equation for updating the covariance matrix, following the measurement, is ob-
tained by substitution of (B. 1-15) into (B. 1-12 )
E = E' - E'HT(HEHT -+• R) 1 HE'	 (B, 1-17)
Between measurements, both x and E must be extrapolated forwa: •d in time.
Since n is unknown, the best estimate of the st4.te vector between measurements is
given by
x = Fx	 (B, 1-18)
A differential equation satisfied by E, between measurements, can be derived as
follows:
A
e	 x - x
X
e = x - x
Fx - Fx -n
Fe-n
(B, 1-19)
1
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Also
E	 E (eeT )	 i
E E(eeT + eeT )	 (B. 1-20)
= E (ee TFT + Fee  - en  - neT)
P	 i
The expectation of the product en  is
E (en T)= E (PnT - xnT)
= E(-xnT)
	
(3. 1-21)
since x does not depend on the noise since the last measurement. Furthermore,
x can be expressed in the form
t
	
X(t) _	 [Fx (T) + n(T) l dT + x(t0)
t0
and
t
x (t) nT(t) = J [Fx (T) n(t) + Or ) n(t)j dT + x ( t0)nT(t)
to
Since
	
t 	 and t>t
-	 o
t
E s(T) nT (t) dt = 0
t0
and
E x(to ) nT (t) = 0
It follows that
	
t	 ^
E x(t) nT (t) = E S n(T) n T(t) dt	 (13.1-22)
t0
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Since n is white noise, it is characterized by an autocorrelation function
i
(B. 1-23)E n(T) n(t) - Cad (T - t)
By the formal properties of the delta function
t
ES x(T) n,1. (t) dT 2 Q
t0
Similar considerations applied to Eq (B. 1-20) yield the result
E = FE + EFT + Q	 (B, 1-24)
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APPENDIX C
C. 1	 Derivation of Linear Vehicle Transfer Functions
The most i:seful techniques for analyzing and synthesizing control systems
are based on the theory of linear systems. In order to apply these techniques, the
basically nonlinear vehicle equations are linearized about the nominal operating
state as shown in Chapter 3. This procedure results in a set of six coupled linear
differential equations which describe the behavior of the perturbations u, (3, a, p, q
and r. The forcing inputs to this set of equations are perturbations in the control
surface deflections. These transfer functions are now derived.
C. 2
	
Lateral Vehicle Transfer Functions
The vehicle equations whic-, describe the behavior of the vehicle in the later -
al body axis are
C^^ = C^ 00 + C^pp + C^00 + Ca rr + C^ 6r6 r ,	 (C.2-1)
Cpp = Cp0 + Cprr + C^6 6  + Cpa 6 	 (C.2-2)r.	 a
Crr = C^Op' + Crrr + %p + C; 6 6 r + Cra & 3 	(C. 2-3) 
where C xy is a constant coefficient relating the variable x to the variable y. The
constant C  is a multiplier for the variable x. Two cases are considered
1. 0 = j = 0	 (C.2-4)
2. 0 = p = p _ 0	 (C.2-5)
The first case depicts the conditions of coordinated flight wh`.ch persist during ILS
acquisition and extend to the point of acquisition and the terminal maneuvers. The
second is important during the DECRAB where a change in heading is desired while
level flight is maintained.
C. 3
	
Coordinated Flight Transfer Functions
In coordinated flight a change in heading direction is achieved by rolling the
vehicle using the ailerons 6  as the primsry control. Aileron deflections produce
a yawing moment which results in an undesirable sideslip angle, a. Additional con-
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tributionr^ to a result from the roll rate p, ro,l ,bugle rb =nd heading rate r. Ern ac-
cumulation of a slip angle (3 is prevented by deflecting, the rudder, The required
rudder deflection whi.^h satisfies Eq (C, 2-4) is
a r ^ -C^b (C^ rr + CRp + 
^^^^ (^))	 (C. 3 -1)r
wt,ere s is the complex variable. Equations (C. 3-1) a.nd (C, 2-4) are utilized to elim-
inate a r and ^ from Eqs (C2-2) and (C. 2-3).
Cra
	
Crsr - Cr r
 r + Cr p + Cra b a - C r CC • r + C ; + C • (p^^	 LC. 3-2)P	 a	 ^a	 ar	 ^p	 (^^ s^,r
Cab
Cpsp = C^ r r + Cppp - CP r^CR r r + CRpp + C^^(s)' + Cpa as (C. 3-3)
	
as r	 a
Equations (C. 3 2) and (C. 3 3) are then rewritten in the form
Grrr + G rpp - Gra b a	 (C. 3-4)
a
GPrr + GPPp -Gpa 
b 
a	
(C . 3- 5)
a
where G
rr' Grp' G ra ' Gpr , Gpp and Gpa are polynomials in the complex variable
a	 a
s.
Defining the characteristic polynomial
GcY ^ GrrGPP - 
GprG rp	 (C. 3-fi)
the desired transfer functions may be written
G G - G G
r	 raa PP	 Paa rP	 (C.3-7)
^ R_ ^	
GcY
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M1
'.'	 ik'
a
.	 ^	 GrrGpd3 - GprGrda
d	
m
a ^i = 0	 cy
(C, 3-8)
Magnitude and phase response characteristics of Eqs (C, 3-?) and (C. 3-8) are shown
in Figs. C, 3-1 and C, 3-3 respectively. The corresponding time domain responses
to a step input are shown in Figs. C, 3-2 and C, 3-4,
C, 4
	
Decrab Control Transfer Functions
During the DECRAL3 maneuver the aircraft is yawed about the z body axis
while maintaining a zero roll angle. The primary effector is rudder deflection dr
which produces a large yaw acceleration. Coupling in the vehicle equations simul-
taneously generates a roll moment which is countered by operating the ailerons da.
J	 The necessary aileron deflection d a which satisfies Eq (C, 2 - 5) is
b a 
= -CPda[CPaR + Cp r :^° + Cpdrd r^ 	 (C.4-i)
This relationship is used to eliminate d r , ^ and p from Eqs (C. 2-1) and (C. 2-8) to
yield
Crda
'	 Crsr = CrR/3 + Crrr + C^brdr Cpd CCPaa + Cp rr + Cpdrd r^ 	 (C.4-2)
a
(C, 4-3)C^s R = C aQ^3 + Ca rr + CR d dr
r
where s is the corr°^plex variable, Equations (C. 4-2) and (C, 4-3) may be written in
the form
Grrr + GrQ^i = Gx,d d r	 (C. 4-4)
r
Garr + GQ^^3 = Ga d d r	 (C, 4-5)
.	 r
where Grr' ^'rp' Grd Gf3r' Gf3Q and Gad are polynomials in s, The characteris-r	 r
tic polynomial is defined
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Gcyu : G rrG ►8t^ - Ga rG rR 	(C.4-6)
A solution of 1°.qs (C. a-4) and (C. 4-5) may then be written
r	 Grd rG^^ - G^3b rGr^a	 -	 ^C. 4 -?)
r pW0	 cyu
urrGabr - G^rGrd r
-^	 -	 (C.4 -8)
a r p--0 -	 cyu
Magnitude and phase response characteristics of Eq^.t (C. 4-?) and (C.4-8) are shown
in Figs. C. 4-1 and C. 4-3 respectively. Corresponding step input responses are
shown. in Figs. C. 4-2 and C. 4-4.
C. 5
	 Longitudinal Transfer Functions
The longitudinal variab?es u, a, q are related by a coupled set of linear dif-
ferential equations.
Cuu - Cuuu + Cuaa + C uD e +Cud b s	 (C. 5- 1)
s
Caa ^ Cauu + Caaa +Cagy + C^, e9 + Ca be b e	 (C. 5- 2)
Cqq = Cquu + Cgaa + Cggq + Cqb b e	 (C. 5- 3)
Vehicle control in the vertical plane Is achieved by manipulating the elevators
d e to achieve a change in q and a. The change in the x body component of speed u is
assumed to be zero as a result of control affectec: by changing the engine thrust. The
coupling effects of thrust into q and a are ignored for the moment. Setting u = 0, the
three longitudinal equations reduce to
Cqq = Cqa + Cggq + Cqb aee (C. 5-,4)
C • c^=C • a+C • q+C• A+C• da	 as	 aq	 a9	 abe a	 (C.S^•5)
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G	 G G - G G
cz	 qq as	 aq qa (C. 5-8)
tP
G
4	 4'
M
EquationG (C. 5-11 and (C. 5-2) rnav he retiti • ritten in the farm
	
q^ G a	 G	 b	 (C.5-6)Gqq	 qa	 qbe e
Gaqq ^` Gaya =Gab b e	(C.5-7)e
where G qq , Gqa , Gqa Gaq , G^,a and Gab are polynomials in s. Defining tt,e char-
e	 e
acteristic polynomial
permits a simultaneous solution of (C. 5-3) and (C. 5-8) for the transfer functions
^	 _ Ggb e Gaa - GabeGga (C . 5-10)
b e u=0	 Gcz
•
.	 u	 _ GggGab e - GaQGgb e
d ^	 -	 G	 (C.5-11)
e / u=0	 cz
Phase and magnitude response characteristics of (C.5-10) and (C.5-11) are shown
in Figs. C. 5-1 and C. 5-3 respectively. Corresponding unit step responses appear
in Figs. C. 5-2 and C. 5-4.	 '
C. 6	 Numerical Values of Vehicle Transfer Functions
The numerical values of the cr}efficients in the vehicle Transfer functions
were gei7erated by a digital computer and are sho^ti • n bElow. :while the transfer
functions describe the vehicle precisely they may not be in reduced form (i. e. , the
numerator and denominator polynomials may contain common factors).
r	 0.0219s - 0. 0000356s 2 - 0.000141s 3
d a S=0	 -0.0135 + 0.301s + 0.268s -^ 0.05fl5s
.	 P	 _	 0.168 s + 0.0443s2
a s ^i=0	 -0.0135 + U. 30is + 0.26^3s 2 + 0.0505s`i
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.
r	 _	 - 0.00485 • t1.285s
dr p:0	 0.3?1 + 0.376e + 2.893s
r Q + 0.290 + 0.0766s
` a
^ r
^'P=0	 0.371 + 0.376a + 2.89^^s
q + 0.244 ♦ 0, 36 Ss
a e u ^ 0	 ^	 -0. 528 - 1. ?97s - 1. 866s2
cx + 0.368 ♦ 0. 116 s
a e u :0	 -0. 528 - 1. ?97s - 1. 866s
=^
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D. 1	 liigital Simulation of an Automatic Lan^,^ing System
The theoretical control system designs derived in Chapter; 3 to 5 were
validated by digital computer simulation of the SST and its automatic control
system. Ligital to analog conversion permitted the direct recording of solutions
generated by the computer,
The system of differential equations describing the vehicle, vehicle
stability augmentation system, autopilot a:^d automatic landing system were
written, in the form
x = f(x, m )	 (D. 1-1)
where
x is a vector describing the system which is not necessarily a
state vector,
x	 is a vector of derivatives.
rn is a set of control inputs such as desin•ed vertiL?1 rosition
and velocity for example, dim (m) s dim (x).
':'h.' vectors x and x are sl^bject to magnitude limits o,^ the form
and a boundary condition
x(0) = a	 (D, 1-4)
A solution of (D. 1-1) may be obtained by direct integration from the boundary
value (D. 1-4,. A simplified block diagram of a simulation is shown in Fig.
(D. 1-1).
Integration step size is an important consideration in the construction of
a digital simulation. Several factors play an important role in step size selection.
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1. Soluti^^n aecur•acy.
2. Integration law.
:i.	 Order of the largest coupled system nt differential equations in D. 1-1.
Step size is ►normally reduced until a further reduction does not yield a sig-
nificant improvement in accuracy. An integration law with improved convergence
characteristics usually permits an increase in step size. An upper br,.unci e,.i
step sine is often determined by the order of trRe largest independent set of
coupled differential equations.
The computer programs were written in FORTRA'V II. The computations
were performed using a Scientific Data Systems ^^30 computer. (? 6 thousand 24-bit
words of random access memory, 2 psec cycle time). ^'he size of the program
may bP inf^^crE^d from Fig, il. 1-2. The sel^:cted step size was 0, 020 seconds.
This yields?d a sirnulatinii which generates a solution at a speed approximately
1 ^ 10 real time.
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APPENDIX E
E. 1	 Introduction
The ;ollowing aerodynamic information was supplied by the ;6oeir^g Aircraft
Company and the FAA as appropriate to the Boeing B-270? SST -Phase I1C
(refs (19, 20)) .
The aerodynamic information is for the aircraft fn the landing approach
configuration. Additional derivatives required were analytically evaluated as in
Section E. 4.
ground effect data appears in erection E. 5.
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Table E. 1-1 Landing Approach Configuration of the Boeing B-2707 SST
C.G.
Z E	 THRUST
^E
MOMENT OF INERTIA
ABOUT THE BODY AXIS
` 10 6 SLUG • FT 2 GEOMETRY
TRIM
CONDITIONS
I^X 	4.27 S	 =	 9000gross ft2 a	
-
^• 8	 degtrim
I^ = 40, 2 cR =	 15b. 0 ft be trim = 0. 5 deg
IzZ	 =	 44.2 b =	 10^. ^ ft CL	 = 0. 602
trim
I^z	=	 0.25 zE	 =	 2.65 ft CD	 = 0, 0945
trim
E	 0, 75 deg
FLIGHT CONDITIONS
G.W. = 381, 000 lb.
Mass = 1. 18 x 104 slugs
C.G. Loc = 61.1 % cR
^1.
= 30 0
e.
Flap Setting (landing)	 30°
h =sea. level, ft
Kcal = 144 knots
Y 0 = °3.0°
v = 224 ft/secp
= 71 lb/ft2q
Mach no . = 0.219
..50
;.
^'':
—^
R
7
Tab;e F.1 •2 Stabi:ity Derivati,^es for Boeing P-2707 SST -Phase IIC
in the Landing Approach Configuration
.DRAG 1	 I^I'r''T	 PI'T CH
p CD CL ^L CL CL Cm 'Cm • Cmq Cm Cm	 Cm
^_ - l i	 a	 a! be	 bae	 bt	 a	 a	 be	 b	 b
R.AD. ^ 0.29 3. 152 0. 132 0. 062: 0. 156 -0. 043 -0. 10 -0. 33 -0. 0363 -0, 0172 -0. 043
ROLL
^
R^A.D. -1
C13
Clp
C
lr
C
Ibr
C
Iba
C
Ibs
C
Ibt
C
ib^v
^_ '	 -0. 159 -0. 547 0.211. 0. 00372 0. 0693.^^ 0.0696 0. 040? 0. 0647
YA fit'
I
^	
Cna	 Cnr	 C° • ^ Cnb C^nb 	 Cabe	 Cnbt	 Cnbwi	 _ 1	 r	 r_	 F	 r	 a
RAD.	 ^ 0. 0837 -0. 0812-0.239 y -0.063 -0. 001'...' 0. 0063 -0. 00344 0. 00315
SIDE FORCE
_
R.AD. -1
CYO C 1^T
T^
 C	 C
Y	 Ybr Combs
C
Ybt
C
Yb^v
-0.229 0.177 0....,4	 0.12 -0.00011 -0.0143 -0.0000?
MAXI'MUl'VI DEFLECTION ANGLES AND RATES
be bae bt ba bs bw br
DEG.	 f30 -30 f30 f25 f45 f75 325
DEG. /SEC 25 25 25 ^ 50 60 - ! 25
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E.2	 Additional Aerodynamic Derivatives
Additional aerodynamic derivatives required were analytically derived in the
following way:
E^ C
	
u	 o	 0
whe re M is the Mach numbe r
aCU
Cxa - 
CLo	 8a o
_ _ M2 C
	
zu	 1 - M2 Lo
	
a	 a	 o
cR
^ Cz q ^ tail - Cniq, It
where It is the tail moment arm
C = C ' cR
	
za	 ma It
0 G^.1
Cm = M' 9 M
u
Landing App.roach Flight Condition
Cx CX Gz Cz Cz Cz . Cm CD 8 CD It
u a u a q a u o 8M
-0. 106 0.312 -0. 0303 3.235 -0.847 -0.335 -0.00142 0. 0833 O. Oli3 4? feet
.^
r
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E.3 Lift, Drag.and Pitching_Moment Changes Due to Ground Effect
Cm-Ah a -0.000825 h S 63 ft
a 0 h > 63 ft
a
	 0.0076 h s 50 ft
a 0 h > 50 ft
b
Ah a	 -0. 004,75 h S 80 ft
= 0 h > 80 ft
AC
z
_	 -0.00313 h S 80 ft
= 0 h > 80 ft
Ground Effect Coefficients,:
C22 C23 C32
Feet 50 63 80
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APPENDIX F
F. 1 Aerodynamic Force and Moment Corrections
In this Appendix the second-order ae ,--dvr%mic force and moment corrections,
to account for a significant change in airspeed, are developed.
The second partial derivatives are elements of the A matrices involved in
the second-order terms of the Taylor series expansions of the aerodynamic force
and moment changes. There is, of cours.. a unique A matrix for each equation
of motion.
Assuming that u is the onl y component of state exceeding the small pert ► lrba-
tion restriction, then the only second partial derivatives that need be calculated are
those taken at least once with respect to u, the change in airspeed along the X-axis.
All the other elements of the A matrices may be put equal to zero. Then the only
equations involved will be DRAG, LIFT and PITCH.
Following are the second partial derivatives that must be evaluated.
DRAG
Xuu' Xau' XbsdU
LIFT
Zuu, Zau, Zau, Z qu Zbeu, 
Zbaeu, 
Zbtu, Zbsdu, Zbcu
PITCH
Muu' Mau' au' Mqu' Mb eu, 
Mb 
aeu, M
btu, Mb sdu' MS cu
To estimate these derivatives, the first partial derivatives were evaluated
over the expected speed range and the results plotted in Figs. F. 1- 1, F. 1-2 ane
F. '-3.  The aerodynamic information contained in refs (19, 20) together with
analytic formulae of Appendix E, were used to evaluate the first partial derivatives.
Reference (20) indicated that Vhe stability derivative with respect to elevator
control, Cz , was approximately constant over the limited speed range. In thebe
absence of better information, it was assumed that the non-dimensional stability
derivatives with respect to auxiliary elevator and tip controls were also constant
over the limited speed rangF•..
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